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The VICTORIAN MARATHON CLUB NEWSLETTER is published for the information of members of 
the V.M.C. and other people interested in distance running and athletics in general «
The V.MoCoNewsletter is the editorial responsibility of the editors on behalf of the 
members of the V.M.C.

It is issued four times a year, corresponding to the seasons (months) of i 
SPRING (September), SUMMER (December), AUTUMN (March) and WINTER (June) •

All athletes,irrespective of age or sex,are invited to contribute letters,results, 
comments,etc.,to the Editor.V.M.C.NEWSLJJfTER.I Golding St.CANTERBURY.3126.Victoria.

PLEASE NOTE that material submitted for publication SHOULD be on single-spaced,typed 
folscap or A4>irrespective of length,to facilitate layingsout.It is suggested that 
articles should not exceed one and a half pages of foolscap.Preferably half that II 
Articles for publication MOST be accompanied by the name and address of the contributor, 
together with his or her signature.The writer of the article shall retain full 
responsibility for the content of the item submitted.

THE VICTORIAN MARATHON CLUB IS s

OPEN FOR MEMBERSHIP for any registered amateur athlete.
COSTS $4 per year (1st of April to 31st of March) for Seniors *§2 for Juniors(u.19)»
CHARGES RACE FEES * Marathon $1 - Eknil Zatopek 10,000m $1 - All other feature races 60/,

non-prize carrying minor eyents 20/.
RACE ENTRIES : Marathon closes three (3) weeks before the date of the event.

E.Zol0,000m closes three weeks before the date of the event.
Other major track events also three weeks before the date of the event*

All these entries must reach the COMPETITION SECRETARY.Fred Lester, 1 Golding St, 
CANTERBURY, 3126,as set out above. NO FEES ARE TO BE SENT THROUGH THE MIL,you pay 
as you check in for the race itself.

ALL OTHER RACE ENTRIES are taken 1 hour before advertised starting time with your fee.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION - contact the General Secretary of the V.M.C. -

Pam TURNET, 35 Churchill Park Drive,ENDEAVOUR HILLS, 3802(ph.796 8690) 
MEMBERSHIP DUES and other moneys should be sent to the General Treasurer of the V.M.C.

George WILSON, 48 Argyll Street,CHADSTONE, 3148.
ENQUIRIES ABOUT TROPHIES should be sent to the Aast.Treasurer (Trophies) of the V.M.C.

Vic ANDERSON,12 Wright Street,CLIFTON HILL,3068. 
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

LOCATION OF VENUES MELWAY REFERENCE
ALBERT PARK,Robinson Hall at rear of Basketball Stadium,Albert Road 57 J 3
PRINCES PARK,Walker St.Pavilon,near Carlton F.C.Royal Parade 29 G 12
POINT LEO, 200m up from Pt.Leo Beach turn-off in Flinders Road 196 G 9
COLLINGWOOD TRACK,Heidelberg Road,CLIFTON HILL, 500m from Overpass 30 G 12
M0RRUMBEENA TRACK,North Road/faurrumbeena Road 68 K 9
SANDRINGHAM TRACK,Thomas Street,HAMPTON, 1km from station 76 K 6
TWO BRIDGES,opposite Botanis Gardens entrance at Morell Bridges 44 ® 12
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *

INTERSTATE LINES OF COM'WICATION :

AMATEUR ATHLETIC UNION OF AUSTRALIA:Rick Pannell,377 Lit.Collins St,Melb.3000.

HEW SOUTH '"ALESsClive Lee,AAA of NSW,P.O.Box N 101,Grosvenor St,Sydney,2000.

QUEENSLAND : John Bailey,V land AAA,33 Wighton St,NASHVILLE,4017 .

SOUTH AUSTRALIA:Brian Chapman,SA AAA,P.O.Box 231,ADELAIDE,5001.

T/tSMNIAslToel Ruddock,Tas AAA ,10 Reynolds Court,DYNffRYNE, 7005.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA:Jeff Joyce, 46 Kurrajong Place,GREENWOOD,6024.

VICTORIA:John Bruce,VAAA,103 Pelham St,CARLTON,3053.

R.R.C. of NSW:Fred Howe, 5/30 Hooper St,M)WICK,2031 •

D.RcC. of SA:Don Dohnt,31 First Avenue,NAILSWORTH,5083o

A.C.T. C.C.Cc:Bryan McCarthy,P.O.Box 252,CANBERRA,2601.

W.A.MARATHON CLUB:Geoff Wall, 26 Kveda Way,N0LLAMARA,606l„



ENTRY 1TORM TRACK RACES COLLINGWOOD OCTOBER 7th, 1979 FIRST EVENT 1.30pm .

1*30 100m All grades .............................................................. .
2o00 3000m Veterans Weight-for-Age Handicap..... ................................
2.20 200m All gradeso........................................................... ..
2.40 3000m Junior Teams & Individual.......... ......................... ...........
3o00 1000m All grades................... .............. ................. ........
3*20 5000m Open Teams & Individual..................................................
3*40 400m All grades.................................................................
4.00 \  HOUR RUN......................................................................

Please enter your name against event you want to compete in,stats your expected time, 
for Veterans state age on day of race and best time since 1977*

RACE FEE * 60/ per head,covering all events (Teams $2) ; Pay at /ground 1

SEND ENTRIES for W.f.A. - 1 Hour Run - Teams ONLY tosFred Lester,1 Golding St,Canterbury, 
3126, by SEPTEMBER 22nd , 1979• OTHER events are post entry !

ENTRY FORM EMIL ZATOPEK 10,000m - MASTERS , VETERAN WOMEN , OPEN WOMEN MILE

A+...................................... .............. ~...........

at. ....................... .........dateo .«*••••<••..••<

SURNAME................................ CALL NAME......................

ADDRESS................................................................

AGE ON DATE OF RACE ENTERED F O R g . ^ . ^ ^

USE BLOCKLETTERS - GIVE DETAILS OF DISTANCE CLOSEST TO RAC/l DISTANCE,

VICTORISN MARATHON CLUB - MEMBERSHIP FORM - (BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE I )

SURNAME........................................CALL NAME................ .

ADDRESS? No..... STREET................................................. .

TOWN OR SUBURB....................................... POSTCODE......... .

DATE OF BIRTH...............OCCUPATION................................. .

TELEPHONEs (Home).......................... (Work)...................... .

%  best performance in the LAST FIVE YEARS are (if no performance,leave blank l):

.19

.19

.19

.19

I CAN ASSIST THE CLUB OCCASIONALLY BY :

Timekeeping* ( own watch) • • • • •Scoring. •••••• •Recording’* •••••• •Other* •••••<

IF YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS - USE THE SPACE BELOW - CHECK PAGE 2 WHERE TO SEND .
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
EDITORIAL 1 A SENSE OF PROPORTION .

Athletics, and distance running in particular, is entering a new period in 
Australia in the wake of trends which have been observable overseas for quite some 
time. Sport has in the past weighed more or less heavily in the battle for national 
prestige and now has the new element added to it - commercial pull in the world of
advertising. There is wide recognition by now of the billions of Dollars, Marks and
Yen sunk into the sporting goods industry where the burgeoning demand for track and 
road running shoes, warm-up and protective clothing and countless gimmicks has added 
another fillip. Running for health and fitness, and incidental 'ego-tripping’, has 
an ever-growing 'influ* .j and consequent public following,that the media market is 
adopting it as one of the most saleable commodities.

Under circumstances such as these it is virtually impossible to avoid effects
spilling over into our sportj attitudes, organisation, popular and financial support, 
etc., are coming under new influences and stresses which we must examine closely if 
we are to stay in control of our own sport, of doing what we want to do.

The strength of our sport lies in our ability to go after our individual goals
in harmony, in an atmosphere of goodwill and mutual support for each other. Whether 
at team, club, association, national and even inter-national level the recognition of 
others in our sport, with strivings akin to our own, needs to be with us at all times.

There is no doubt that greater participation in athletic activity contributes 
greatly to the physical health and well-being of the comnunity, but like in other 
puarsaaits it takes time and a systematic approach to gain the benefits. There are a 
large (too large i) number of VMC members and readers who have on themselves felt the 
effects of rushed preparation in training, 'Bull at the Gate1 persistent pushing on 
regardless, letting their ambitions outstrip their ability and fitness of the moment, 
etc.,only to succumb to ilinees or injury, losing weeks and months of vital condition 
and marring their enjoyment and expectations.

We all have a responsibility in this, not only to ourselves but also to the new 
people coaling into the game, no matter for what reason, to promote health and enjoyment 
and a sense of personal satisfactions. Many of the ideas carried over from the T>ast in. 
athletic training and competition have outlived and outworn their usefulness. There 
are some who never were useful or based onreality, witness diet and exercise fads, 
purported "medical" findings based on either grossly insufficient data or diagnostic 
methods of dubtful validity. On the other hand, basic principles of systematic pro
gression in conditioning (strength, endurance, flexibility, mental approach, etc.) 
have not altered, the change has been brought about by the recognition that systems 
have to be 'tailored' to each individual's needs.

There has been far too much talk of "Leave it to the Experts", a cry which arose 
with the rapidly increasing and ever more-'complex technology from the turn of this 
century. As a result people have tended to shy away from taking a thorough interest 
in the things affecting their lives, believing in their inadequacy as against "experts". 
When later in life they do take an interest and try to catch up, there arises the 
problem in absorbing the new knowledge systematically. The present spate of papers 
and magazines full of running advice of all kinds, a lot of it contradictory, is the 
outcome of the present media assault on running and the 'Quick Buck' to be made.

You, the runner, the participant in where it's at, is the expert. Incomplete ?
Yes 1 But then, who knows it all ? After all, it's only good if it works for you I 
There is need to rea<3 and talk and swap ideas and experiences, but we need to sift 
what applies to us by testing it in practice.



VICTORIAN WINTER AND SPRING FIXTURES 1979 .
SEP 1 VAAA CC Relays , Collingwood , 2.00pm. /  Gold Coast Marathon.
SEP 2(Sun)AAAV Open Half-Marathon PON RUN , Altona
SEP 8 Monash Uni. 10km /  Peninsula Road Runners 10km /  AUSTRALIAN CCC , Perth.
SEP 9 AUSTRALIAN Women's Road Relays , Perth.
SEP 15 VMC 30km & 15km King-of-the-Mountains , Point Leo , 1.30pm.
SEP l6(Sun)Geoff Watt Hlaf-Marat hon,Warragul /  Forest Hill Charity 10km, 2.30pm.
SEP 23vSun)Superun 18km , Melbourne Cricket Ground , 10,00am<>
SEP 29 Peninsula 30km , Devil's Bend , 1.00pm.
OCT 6 Pre-season Track Trials , Mentone.
OCT 7(Sun)VMC 1 Hour Run & Track Races,Collingwood,1 ,30pm/ Adelaide Peoples Marathon. 
OCT 13 R.W.Clarke 10,000m,Murrumbeena/Pre-season Track Trials,Mentone.
OCT l6(Tue)Graded track races,Olympic Park.
OCT 20 VAAA Interclub Track & Field Competitions commence.
OCT 21 (Sun)BIG "M" MELBOURNE MARATHON . Frankston start 9.00am,(Ckeck in by 8.30 l)
NOV 7(Wed)VMC 16km & 6km . Two Bridges , 6.30pm<>
NOV 13(Tue)Puma 10,000m , Sandringham , 6.00pm.
NOV 18(Sun)0l.vmpio Tyres Marathon , Princes Park , 8.00am. (NOTE CHANGE OF DATE ll)
NOV 2l(WedjVMC 12km & 4km . Two Bridges , 6.30pm.
NOV 22(ThuV,Top-6" Meet , Olympic Park.
DEC 4(^ue)^ra<ied Track Races , Olympic Park.
DEC 5(wed)VMC 8km & 2km . Two Bridges , 6.30pm (Bring Your Own for BBQ afterwards)
DEC 17(Mon)EMIL ZATOPEK 10,000m "E" (39:00 & 18*30 limit) - "F" (no limit) divisions.
DEC 18(TueJE.Z. 10,000m "B" (33*00 & 15*30 limit) and WOMEN (no limit) divisions.
DEC 19(Wed)E.Z. 10,000m "C" (35*00 & 16*30 limit) - "D" (37*00 & 17*30) divisions.
DEC 20(Thu)E.Z. 10,000m "A” (30*30 & 14*30) - Jesters,Women Vets,Women Open Miles.

All Emil Zatopek Divisions are open to VMC members only , EXCEPT in "A" division 
for which non-members may be admitted provided they have reached a minimum of 
30*00 for 10,000m or 14*00 for 5000m,and have observed entry conditions.
The women's division is open to all comers who meet entry requirements.

ALL ENTRIES must reach the VMC addressed to : Competition Secretary , Fred Lester ,
1 Golding Street , Canterbury , 3126 , by NOVEMBER 26 , stating your best performance 
since April 1st . 1978 . giving date and place in a recognised track race , which 
must be within the laid down cut-off times for the different divisions to establish 
your eligibility.Please give full names , sex and age on date of the race.

STARTING TIMES are expected to be 6.30pm and we ask all runners to enter from about
1 hour earlier and pay their $1 entry fee as they collect their race number.
The "A" division will be part of a special meeting and probably be held towards the 
end. In that case runners should pay up and collect their numbers 30 minutes earlier.

DO NOT SEND ANY RACE FEES THROUGH THE MAIL I

DEC 22(Sat)Graded Track Races.
DEC 29 Warrnambool Athletics
DEC •yifMnnV/Mf! Mi finite Run . 12 midnight , Two Bridges .

SUMMER FIXTURES 1980.
JAN 5(Sat)Graded Track Races.
JAN 8(Tue)VMC Run-for-your-Supper . Collingwood , 6,00pm(BBQ facilities,BYO).
JAN 17vThu Melbourne Games.
JAN 20(Sun)VMC 4 laps of Princes Park , ftT00am.
JAN 26/27 Vic Country Championships , Ballarat.
J M  28(Mon)Highland Games , Terang.
FEB 3(Sun;VTC Relay Champs & 10,000m "B".
FEB 5(Tue)VIC Relay Champs & 10,000m "A" Championship.
FEB 10iSun)VMC 5 laps Princes Park . 8.00am. / Vic Champs Heats.
FEB 16/17 Vic Champs Heats 
FEB 21(Thu)Graded Track Races,
FEB 23/24 Vic Championships Finals
FEB 24(Sun)VMC 6 laps Princes Park . 8.00am. 8km of hilly going.
MAR 11 (Tue)Graded Track Races, MAR 15 Kalparrie Fun Run,G'borough,12 noon.
MAR 20-23 Australian Track & Field Championships , Sydney (or Canberra).
MAR 22 Grade Track Races.
MAR 30(Sun)VMC Once-Around-The Tan , Domain ,10,30am.

The Victorian Veterans Club will be holding midweek twilight competitions right 
through at Croydon and Collingwood tracks(Tuesdays) & Mentone( Wednesdays).
Proposed winter 1980 fixtures on page 10,



VMC 20km 3-6-1979 ALBERT PARK VMC 10km
STARTERS: 99 STARTERS* 48
FINISHERS: 95 * * g breeze . FINISHERS: 42

Early Sunday morning runs seem to maintain their popularity, this being another big 
turn-out. The near perfect weather was a welcome bonus for those seeking their last 
sharp workout before the VMC and VAAA Marathons.

NAME TIME H/CAP H/CAP
MIN SC MIN SC PLACE

1 .Chris KEARNEY1 SHILSTON ROSS 25 65*48 0 * 0 71 EQ 30*49
2 CRINKWATER PAUL 31 66*46 3*46 21 2.Ray HARBERT 33*20

3 RYAN MATT 28 66:55 4*26 18 3.Steve BOTH 33*56
4 BYRNES DAVID 28 67:20 3*52 26 EO 4.John CLARKE 34*10
5 OUXBURY KEN 25 67:40 3*13 39 5 .Norm DUFF 35*07
6 ARMISTEAO PETER 33 68:26 5:22 22 6 .Mike POWELL 36*03
7 HARRY RON 31 68:48 5: 6 29 7 .Bill WOODS 37*08
8 JAMIESON Roa 29 68:54 4:53 34 8 .Brian WATERS 37*09
9 MANDILE RTB 26 70:11 6 :1 2 33 9.Roy STANWAY 37*33

10 ALLAN JOHN 26 70:22 9: 5 15 10.Robin RISHWORTH 38*13
11 TURNEY BOB NF 70:56 9:15 10 11.Dermis WATTIE 38*15
12 CAMPISI JOE 22 71: 0 5:56 64 12.Malcolm SMITH 39*18
13 ELLIOTT ERNIF 38 71: 5 8:47 16 13.K MATTHEWS 39*19
14 MICHELSSON LEIF 37 71:22 7:30 31 14oDerek BOWDEN 39*28
15 LFESGN BRUCE 31 71:59 10:37 9 15*John TASS ELL 39*29
16 LEAR PHIL 35 71:59 7*56 35 16 .Ron HOLT.ES 39*37
17 ANDERSON PETER NF 72:21 11*13 7 17.Barry BURDEN 39*50
I* DANGS TOM 32 73: 1 8*32 40 EG 18.Simon BARER 40*09
19 NIKGLIC VOJISLAV34 73:26 12*23 6 19.John BRUNTON 41*00
20 KINGSLANO ARTHUR 22 73:54 2*30 90 20.John ViSSER 41*30
21 SMITH JOHN 44 74:24 9*59 38 21.Rod HERRON 41*53
22 LYNN EDDIE 41 74:29 7*21 74 22.Tony BRADSHAW 42*14
23 A ITKEN GRAHAM 17 74:51 12*47 12 23.Rod DAVISON 42*40
24 CARMCNA GABRIEL 36 75: 2 27* 6 1 24 .Alan BURGOYNE 42*51
25 MACKEN KEVIN 34 75: 9 10:53 37 2 5 .Dave CRAIG 42*58
26 KENNY PETER 26 75:21 10:50 43 26 .A LYNN 43*09
27 LUOER STEVE 29 75:33 16* 3 4 27 .Kevin RULE 44*04
28 GILL JOHN 31 75:38 13*15 17 28 .Mitchell SMITH 44*09
29 SIMPSON DAVID 28 76:18 14*19 11 29 .Malcolm ROMEO 44*55
30 HART GERALO 40 76:29 9* 9 75 30.Dennis COLECLOUGH 45*29
31 BETHERAS PETER 39 76:49 6:49 34 31 .John HARD IS TY 45*35
32 DUNN IAN 30 77:18 13:54 25 32 .Betty NEMAN 47*38
33 GORDON PAT 23 77:58 14:30 26 EQ 33-Peter McGRATH 48*54
34 JONES DAVID 28 78: 4 8: 5 83 34 »John BROWN 49*12
35 PAYNE TERRY 37 78:11 12:19 73 35 .Pauline BRADSHAW 53*36
36 O'BRIEN VIN 50 78:14 9* 3 81 36.Suzanne JOLLEY 54*09
37 MCDONALD PETER 22 78:28 13*50 46 EQ 37.Teresa PERRI 55*10
38 8R0A0 ALLEN NF 78:32 13:54 46 EQ 38.Judy DAVISON 55*19
39 REICHER ALAN NF 78:45 14* 8 44 EQ 39 Dianne SULLIVAN 56*36
40 GRONERT TOM 23 78:54 9*40 82 40 .Margaret KENT 59*22
41 GAULD ROD 37 78:58 16:18 19 EQ 41 .Val POWELL 59*28
42 ANSELL DAVID 37 79: 2 13*18 69 42.Lynne SCHICKERT 66*23
43 HILL ROB 24 79: 3 14*26 44 EQ
44 BUNNING KEN 37 79:10 14*40 42 VAAA 8000m CCC 12/5/1979
45 MCINTOSH KEITH 30 79:32 11*32 77

1 .Rob DeCASTELLA46 CIERPINSKI WALDEMARNF 79:32 14*51 49 25*12
47 FAY JOHN 39 79:33 13*50 68 2.Steve AUSTIN 25*50
48 BYRNES BARB W27 79:39 18:29 8 3.Max LITTLE 25*57
49 SCHICKERT BOB 37 79:39 9*37 85 4.Ken HALL 26*09
50 MCGUIRE ROB NF 80:20 15*40 48 5.Tim O'SHAUGHNESSY 26*33
51 FULTON BILL 44 80:29 16*41 30 6.Wayne D YER 26*33
52 REOGRAVE TREVOR 39 80*41 15*59 50 7 .John SHEEHAN 26*39
53 LAUGHTON ROBERT 41 80*44 23*42 3 0.Arthur KINGS LAND 26*47
54 ANDERSON NOEL 53 81*11 17*33 28 9.Bryan LEWHY 26*53
5 T  T X im T S S — ~ rr~ n r r r ' . 10.John BERMINGHAM 26*57

56 REILLY GERRY 30 82:48 14*40 78 11,Ross HAYWOOD 27*08
57 MCQUAOE IAN 49 82:56 18* 9 52 12.Neil McKERN 27*10
58 WEINSTEIN ROGER 29 82*58 18*29 40 EQ 13 .Peter NOOHDHQFF 27*10
59 SCOTT MAL 41 83* 3 17*21 67 14.Ken DAVIES 27*23
60 H A R V E Y RICHARD 33 83* 5 14*11 80 15„Lawrie WHITTY 27*26



VMC 20km continued*

61 JEFFERY
62 WALLINGTGN
63 COULTER
64 RG83INS
65 OAVIS
66 WOOQGATE
67 CULKIN
68 G08EL
69 OOWRICK
70 CASH
71 FARNILL
72 SHARPE

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

RICHARD 44 
ARTHUR NF 
ALAN NF 
TREVOR 50 
RICHARO 33
MERV
MARTIN
JOE
KEN
TERRY
RON
JEFF

73 LE R O S S I G N O L N O E L
74 REED
75 EVANS
76 FREEMAN
77 PEMBERTON
78 TAYLOR
79 HITHEN
80 TATCHELL
81 DAVISON
82 BATTRICK
83 EVERETT
84 SHEPPARD
85 KALNS
86 R080THAM
87 HOWARD
88 EVERETT 
39 RUGG
90 6IVIAN0
91 FAY
92 SMITH
93 MCLEISH
94 HART
95 ANSELL

X XX

8 OB 
JOHN 
JOHN 
R
NEIL
ROBERT
JERRY
TOM
PETER
GEOFF
GRAHAM
VALDIS
IVAN
JOHN
ROB
KEVIN
FRANK

50
29
41
36 
46 
52
30 
57 
35
42 
28 
26 
33 
35 
33 
46 
NF 
NF 
30 
NF
37 
37 
NF 
28 
35

BARBARA 37 
PEGGY 42 
NORM 47 
MATTHEW 14 
MIRIAM 29

ZELEZNIKOW
FLANAGAN
PIPPETT
SCHUWALOW
BRENNAN
SMITHERS
BRADD
MORRIS
REED
CARROLL
SKINNER
HERON
MCLEISH
PALMER

JOHN
PAUL
BRYCE
PETER
BERNIE
RICHARD
LES
PETER
BOB
TONY
JOHN
ROD
NORM
MIKE

29
34
NF

NF
NF
27
35
35

NF
49
47
31

83* 7 
83 s 9
83s 22 
83S30 
83546 
83s 52 
84512 
84330 
84:41  
95513 
855 37 
86 5 4 
86549 
885 4 
88s 10 
88sll 
88s 27 
895 1 
895 8 
89513 
89536 
89536 
89540 
89S43 
90536 
91522 
91548 
915 53 
93518 
94526 
95S24 
95524  
935 1 
98513 

104544

VMC MARATHON continued *

215 s 0 
216S56 
217s 32 
217S32 
218538 
218543 
22ls 0 
223537 
2295 42 
2345 10 
234510 
234521 
235542 
236534

XXX

VMC 20km ALBERT PARK 5/6/1979

14S33
19 849
18838
18533
21831
18517
22s 2
13S22
19853
20524
19549
21S13
22S35
24556
23513
23813
23532
14s I
26S28
24s 16
18533
18* 5
24541
245 46
29543
37537
27s 55
26s 50
28s 11
28539
22 s 35
27538
27s27
18s 58
31S25

XXX

41538 
64S59 
65842 
42 S40 
66 5 39 
6 6 5 39 
31:52 
27535 
43:10 
81513 
81 s 13 
81 s 30 
48833 
83 s 36 

xxx

79
24
51
57 EQ 
14 
66 
13 
89
53
54
71 EQ
55 
36 
23
57 EQ 
61
56
94
19 FQ
57 EQ 
88
91 
62
57 EQ 

5 
2 

32 
63 
65 
70
92 
76 
87
95
93

61
19 
18 
63
20 
21 
71 
74
69 
25 
25 
24
70 
27

EQ
EQ

VOL. 11 No 2 

VAAA 16 000m CCC 7/7/1979

1.Bill SCOTT 50*14
2.Max LITTLE 50*38
3.Wayne DYER 51*05
4„Paul O'HARE 52*11 
5.Hob NETLON 52*18
6oRob WILSON 52*37 
7.Tim O'SHAUGHNESSY 52*57 
8oHoss SHILSTON 52*59
9.Graham KIPP 53*04
10.Prank HARDY 53*08
11 .Ray WIISON 53*19
12 oEric SIGMONT 53*25
13.Neil McKERN 53*29
14.T SCOTT 53*35
15.Greg McMAHON 53*36
16.Rob GILFILLAN 53*36
1 7.P TONKIN 53*45
18.Bemie CARROLL 53*47
19.Brian SPUHRELL 53*51
20.Peter NOORDHOFF 54*04 
21 .Arthur KETGSLAND54*15
22. Chris KEARNEY 54 * 34
23.Phil COOK 54*34
24.Mark STEWART 54*40 

xxx
VMC 10km Tyabb (continued)
61.Judy WINES 48 * 51*41
62.Armando SALAZAR 48*58
63.Claire McKERR 48*59*49 
64#Fiimin OCHOTORENA 49*56 
65oJason FLANAGAN 50*32J10 
66 .Geraldine RILEY 51*13W15 
67.Jack WILLIS 51*32V48
68 .Derek BRADFORD 51 * 59J12
69 .Lave BRADFORD 51 * 59
70 .Allan RYAN 52*07
71 .Fred COAD 52*07
72.Brad ELLIOTT 52 * 36J13
73«Marj COLTHOP 52*48*53
74.iake KENT 54*15
75.Marg ANDERSON 55*23W50
76 .Judy DAVISON 55 * 27*42
77,Marg KENT 58*37*34
78.Kath WILLIAMSON 58*37*33
79 .Pauline BRADSHAW59 *02*39 
80.Maureen RILET 62*16*48

xxx

Richard Harvey

Although Arthur Kingsland led out aggressively during the first lap , final honours 
went to Ross Shilston who finished strongly over the last lap and a half , and led the 
field by a full minute. The pleasant conditions with a moderate breeze and sunshine 
saw many fast times , but possibly none better than Barbara Byrnes' who led in the 
women with 79*39* Ron Famill won the 20km on May 26 when he arrived a week before 
everyone else I

xxx xxx xxx
THE FIRST WINNIPEG MARATHON,held in the capital of Manitoba,Canada,on June 17»went 
to Wataru Sakamoto in 2*17*31 from his Japanes team mate Katsumi Takeshima 2*18*09. 
Third was Sweden's Goran Hogberg 2*18*39*1 and fourth JOHN STANLEY 2*18*53*4«U.S. 
woman marathoner Gail Volk won the female section in 2*45*41 •■̂iere were 5000 starters.



VMC MARATHON 
STAB35ERS: 85 
FINISHERS: 74

NAME

1 DUXBURY
2 RANDS
3 SAUNDERS
4 SPIERS
5 VOGEL
6 SIMPSON 
T PRATT
8 ROGERSON
9 BOTH

10 SMITH
11 PRITCHARD
12 BERRY
13 ROBINSON
14 MOLLARD
15 SCHICKERT
16 BUTKO
17 INGLIS 
13 LAWRENCE
19 LUOER
20 GOROON
21 G08EL
22 FEWSTER
23 FOX
24 CASH
25 ROYCE
26 FOLEY
27 SLATTER
28 MCLEAN
29 LOGAN
30 COLLINS
31 WEST
32 CRAWFORD
33 HALL
34 FOLEY
35 SANCHEZ
36 HILDITCH
37 ELLIOTT
38 HALL
39 FULTON
40 RILEY

KEN
IAN
STEVE
GOROON
CLIVE
DON
GEOFF
ALAN

17-6-1979 

Cold,gusty gale

TIME 
MIN SC 

25 152S53
32 153:42 
NZ 154: 0 
NZ 154: 8

156:16
33 158:28
29 162: 9
NZ 162:40

TYABB 

force winds •

STEPHEN 19
JOHN
KERRY
TONY
WAL
LES
BOB
KON
BRUCE
ROB
STEVE
PAT
JOE
ROBERT
RAY
TERRY
NIGEL
JIM
PETER
JOCK
PETER
RAY

44
33
43
40
25 
37 
33 
NF 
NF 
29 
23
41 
35 
43 
46
26

NF
NF
30
NF

RICHARD 31
JIM
ROB
ALLAN
TONY
SAM
ERNIE
GEOFF
BILL
GERRY

44
33
30
42
44
38

44
48

41 DIELENB ERGBILL
42 GRAHAM KEITH
43 MACINOOE IAN
44 ZAHAR I AS PETER
45 EVANS JOHN
46 FARNILL RON
47 FERGUSON GARY
48 DICKINSON MURRY
49 ANDERSON PETER
50 HILL JOHN
51 BRADSHAW CHRIS
52 BRADSHAW TONY
53 WEINSTEIN ROGER
54 WOODGATE MERV
55“ TraRTTN----~
56 SCOTT MAL
57 WALKER ANDREW
58 MAGAREY JIM
59 R080THAM IVAN
60 ALLAN BRIAN

continued page 6

NF
NF
21
42
52
36
40 
NF 
38 
NF 
45 
29 
50
“NF“
41 
28 
34
37 
NF

162 
166
167
168 
172
175
176
176
177
178
179 
182 
184
184
185
185
186 
187 
187 
189
189
190 
190
190
191 
191 
191 
193
193
194
195
196
197
197
198
199 
199 
201 
202 
202 
204 
204 
205:54 
205:54 
206: 6 
206:51
‘207: 4 T  
207:59 
209:31 
210:14 
213: 3 
214: 8

45
43 
27
55 
35 
12 
20 
54 
58 
22 
13 
26
7

37
41
49 

2
27
50
42 
52
0

46
51 
21
39
44 
41 
41
7

52
40 
7

52 
44 
13 
23
0

44
56
47
53

H/CAP
MIN SC 

0:40 
5:29 
4:10 
0:22  
0: 0 
5: 4 
7:32 
2:18 
8:36 

18:22 
5:53 

13:26 
15:44 
13:46 
17:24 
23:25 
19:21 
28: 0 
19:36 
25:24 
23:49 
38:59 
27:19 
34:44 
43:10 
36:45 
29:25 
38:59 
27:27 
39: 9 
26:13 
19:36
24
40
46
26
10
14 
30 
23 
46 
55 
53 
23 
40 
37 
22 
48
15 
26 
53

44
48
53
54
32 
0

25
33 
10
34 
21 
25 
38 
23 
30 
10
9
5

21
47:37
32:10
33:49
“SBfTl-
36:26
2 0 :1 3
45:27
50:49
62:27

H/CAP
PLACE
22

6
8

30
35 
28
32
46
31 
7

48 
34
36
47
43 
29
41 
9

44
37
45 
5

39 
15

2
10
40 
11
50 
12
52 
57
55 
12
3

56 
68 
66 
54 
60 
14
1
4

64
42
51 
67
33 
73
65 
23
38 
62 
59
r r
53 
72 
53
49 
17

EQ

EQ

VMC 10km 
STARTERS: 93 
FINISHERS: 80

1 .Ross SHILSTON 32*44
2.Greg McMAHON 33:02
3)Bill PETERSON 33*58
3#Dave MABSHALL 33*58
fjp'Henk vWIJNGAAHDEN 34*50Y44 
6.Martin CASH 35*08
7 .John CLARKE 35*22
8 .Roger PREEGE 35*46
9.Gabriel CARMONA 36*04
10.Norm BECK 36*06
11.Bob ELLIS 36*08
12.Kevin HILL 36:27
13 oDennis WATTIE 36 * 31
14.Bon YOUNG 37*02V48
15.Ian PEARCE 37*17
16.Ted McCOY 37*21
17.Jeff CHAMBERS 37*27J17
18.Jim WILLIS 37*32V46
19.Glen GANNON 37*45
20 .Ken BUNNING 37*51
21 J>an BAHRAZA 37*51
22.Hoy STANWAY 37*59^45
23.Craig CASH 38*33J17
24.Steve TELEKI 38*53
25 jDerek BOWDEN 39*08
26.Noel ANDERSON 39*24^53
27 .Mike PAYTON 39*25
28 .Keith ROOTLEY 39*54^55
29 .Barry BURDEN 39*59
30.Carolyn SCHUWALOW 40*05W13
31 .Kevin MATTHEWS 40 * 12
32 .Peter COLTHUP 40*24^58
33.Jeff GOYEN 40*28
34.Mark BOLT 40:47J14
35.Rex YOUNG 41*00V43
36.Colin MACKENZIE 41 *12V44
37 .John BRUNTON 41*17^41
38.Alan FOLEY 4 1*45
39.Ian TAYLOR 41*50
40.Colin CR4WF0HD 42*07V42
41.Tom DAVISON 42:I4V46
42.Ted McDONALD 42 *23V60
43.Sean HILL 42*42
44 •Graham BOYD 42*47
45.Connie DAVY 42*58W26
460Jim DAVY 43*07V50
47.Tom LEONG 44*16
48 .Alan BURGOYNE 44*39^65
49Virginia LAGLER 44*41W23
50.Peggy SMITH 45*08142
51.Hoss CLAY 45*08
52.Shirley YOUNG 45*14W49
53.Judith FOLEY 45*41*27
54.John HARDISTY 46*01
55.Joy PALLANT 46*07W36
56.Bill CHAMBERS 46*44^50
57 .Miriam ANSELL 47*13*29
58 .Judy GLENISTER 48*04W32
59 .Pat THOMPSON 48*37
60.Peter McGRATH 48*49^40

cont. page 6



V .M o C.NEWSLETTER 

DE CASTELLA'S M Y .

SPRING 1979 SEPTEMBER VOL. 11 No. 2

Dick Batchelor.

The remarkable 2*14*22 run by Rob deCastella at Point Cook on June 23rd means that 
Australia now has at least five world-class marathon runners (Chettle,Barrett,Scott & 
Wardlaw are the others). These five enjoy a clear margin of four or five minutes over 
other Australian runners* Australia must take its full quota to Moscow next year.

First event at Point Cook was the inaugural Victorian Women's Marathon Championship, 
starting at 12o30 in perfect conditions - cool and almost windless. Very fittingly the 
event was won by Lavinia Petrie , who has fought for such a race for several years. It 
must be said that the women's times were rather slow , but we hear that such accompli
shed performers as Angela Cook are training for their debuts , so standards could rise 
dramatically. Results* 1 .Lavinia Petrie 3*02*07 2.Kathie McLean 3*04*33
3.Jacquie Turney 3*25*29 4.Barbara Fay 3*25*55 5»Glenda Humphreys 3*30*18

Most of the 136 finishers in the men's event improveved on their best times , with 
increments of 5 or 10 minutes not uncommon. The "traditional" course was used , an out 
and back journey with only one hill (an overpass) to be negotiated !

When I saw the leaders after they had rounded the turn, Vic Anderson was striding 
powerfully in front (67*15 turn) with deCastella (67*29) and John Bermingham running 
side by side about 25m back , followed by Paul 0'Hare (67*31),Dave Byrnes (67*45) > 
Graeme Kennedy (68:05),Bob Guthrie (68:22) and Neil McKern (68:35)•

At 16 miles deCastella took the lead , Bermingham dropped out but big Vic and the 
others kept hammering away. At 20 miles , from all accounts ,(your correspondent by 
then being several miles back down the road l)» Pat Clohessy urged deCastella to speed 
up and he cleared away from his pursuers , covering the final 3 miles in under 15 min I

The very consisten Dave Byrnes came through strongly in the closing stages to be 
second in a PB 2:19*06 with Vic Anderson third after doing so much of the early pace.

As the clock approached the 3i hours cut-off , few people noticed a compact and 
mature runner who crossed the line in 127th place - 3*25*14» Four years ago this man 
suffered a severe heart attack , despite having been a regular jogger. Encouraged 
perhaps by the athletic achievements of his two sons , this man rehabilitated his 
health with a stepped up running program and careful dieting. He completed his first 
marathon last year and June 23rd was his first time under 3§ hours.

His name ? Roly deCastella , and what a unique "double" he and his son achieved on
June 23 , 1979 , at Point Cook II D,„ m .JU3

RESULTS s
1 .R.DE CASTELLA 2*14*44 30.R.SHILST0N 2*40:41 59.B.HYCROFT 2:52:13
2 «D .BYRNES 2:19*06 31 .R.JAMIES0N 2:41:06 60.K.McINTOSH 2:52:48
3.V. ANDERSON 2*19*54 32 .P. McMAHON 2:41*09 61 .G.R.SMITH 2:53*05
4«P*0’HARE 2*20*33 33«I.RANDS 2:41*16 62. J .SMITH 2*53*14
5oR.GUTHR3E 2:21 *19 34.R.LANGMORE 2:42*32 63 JJ.0LNEY 2:53*20
6 0'J .DUCK. 2:21*35 35«i«harry 2:43*09 640G.SALTHOUSE 2:53*22
7 .N.McKERN 2*22:21 36.N.COUTTS 2*43*24 65.M.POWELL 2:53*48
8.G .KENNEDY 2:23*26 37.P.LOGAN 2*43*55 66.N.GRAY 2*53*54
9•J.NOLAN 2*24*01 38.E.TAIT 2:44*21 67.G.WEEKS 2:54*21
10.J.C00LE 2*25*23 3 9 ‘ANDERSON 2*44*35 68.N.BECK 2:54*56
11.BRYDER 2*26:16 4O.B.LEESON 2*44*42 69 pK .HENDERSON 2*54*59
12.R.HARHY 2*27:16 41 oT.YUNCKEN 2:45*12 7O0T.ORR 2*55*24
13.R.MACKINNEY 2:29*04 42.R0FALLOON 2:45:18 71 J) .POLLARD 2:55*48
14.G.HENHY 2*30:28 43.K0TOLEMAN 2:45*35 72oL JD00LAN 2:56:05
15.B.BIHD 2:31*01 44 .B .McINERNEY 2*45*59 73.P.KING 2*56*53
16.P.LEAR 2:31*03 45.B.McVEIGH 2:46:27 74 J).BLAND 2:57*27
17.C.STEVENS0N 2:32:18 46 «D .SIMPSON 2:47*04 75»R.HARVEY 2:57*32
18.L.MICHELS0N 2:32:39 47oG.SMITH 2*47*44 76, A. CLARKE 2*57*41
19 oS .O'CONNOR 2:32:47 48 .R.SCHICKERT 2*48:19 77oR.BATCHELOR 2*57*56
20oB.J0HNS0N 2:34*53 49.J.RYAN (561) 2:48:28 78.E.SMITH 2*57*58
21.J.ALLAN 2:35*58 50.L.MDLLARD 2:48*39 79.P.BETHERAS 2*58:14
22 .P .ARMISTEAD 2:36:19 51»J.OLIVER 2:49*02 80 .T .PAYNE 2:58:32
23.J.SEYMON (41) 2:36:47 52.S.STERN 2:49*25 81 .R. JENNINGS 2:58*36
24.R.TURNEY 2:37*42 53 «G .WARREN 2*49*39 82 .G. McCORMACK 2:58:38
25 .ANDREW 2:37*54 54.G.CARMONA 2:50*18 83.H.BIRCH 2:59*01
26.E.ELLIOTT 2:37*58 55.B.LYNCH 2:50:31 84 .R. RUSSELL 2:59*04
27 J) .O'BRIEN 2:38:38 56.K.LYONS 2:51*03 85 .P. CAYLEY 2*59*24
28.P.KEH0E 2:39*10 57.G.HART 2:51:07 86.B.JONES 2:59*41
29.A.SECHER-JENSEN2* 39 * 58 58.M.WELLS 2:52:06 87 .N.BARRETT 3:00:22

TEAMS: 1 .Glenhuntly (17) 2.Ringwood (20) 3.Waverley (33)



CABOOLTURE ( QUEENSLAND ) MARATHON - Open and Veterans , 1-7-1979* Andre Sepmle.

This was a big improvement for Queensland t 43 were under 3 hours , 16 under 2*40. 
Being a oool and clear day (8 C at the start) was a help .Gerard Barrett ran with 
Rob Stones for 39km and then retired. There were 112 assorted starters«
An outstanding result was Jock Given 's third place in his first marathon at the age 
of 19. Rob Stones' sub 2*20 effort stamps him as a National class performer.

31®Jack WEEKS+ 2*55*10
32.Angelo JONES 2*55*29
33.Jim PHILP- 2*55*42
34.David EBERN 2*56:16
35.Hon GRANT 2*56*58
36 . E m  SMITH- 2*57*07
37.Phil HUNGERFORD 2*57*48
38.Andrew SEMPLE+ 2*58:15
39.Tony ROBERTS 2*58*30
40 .Peter FLESSER* 2*58:38
41 .Bill MATTHEWS+ 2*58*45
42 .Peter GLOVER 2 * 59 * 10
43.Len BAUVTLLE 2*59*49
44.Brian WARD 3*01*07
45.Noel NEILL* 3*02*29

1.Bob STONES 2*19*35 16.Richard BOURNE 2*39*30
2JDick SANDERS 2*29*18 17.M. HOHNER 2*40*59
3.Jock GIVEN 2*31*46 18.Mike KEANE 2*44*48
4 .Gary BRIGGS 2*33*14 19.John GREHAN 2*45*16
5*Rob WALKER 2*33*53 20.Paul SMITH 2*45*47
6.Robin BEST 2*34*18 21.John WISHABT 2*47*23
7 .Graham BARRALET2*34*25 22 .Rein EVENHCJIS* 2:48:30
8.David KEYS 2:35*21 23.Greg REDDAN 2:49*14
9.Stewart PROCTOR2:35*52 24.Tony COOK 2*50*35

10.Greg WRIGHT 2*36:05 25.Shane McCLURE 2:51*09
11 .Martin MILLS 2 * 36:36 26.Leigh TICKLE 2:52:34
12.Brian COX 2:37*15 27.Roy STUBBS* 2*52*46
13.Hugh DEARNLEY 2*37*35 28.Brian BIDDLE 2*53*06
14.Roger ELLIS 2*38*42 29.Roger CARTER 2*54*20
15.Don ASKEW 2:39*02 30J>on STAPLETON 2*54*25

* - over 40 ; » - over 45 J + - over 50 .
QUEENSLAND UNIVERSITY MARATHON (held 22-4-1979) results were received too late for 
our June issue and results were published in the June issue of Fun Runner.There were 
166 starters and 100 finishers on the 5km circuit on St. Lucia campus roads .Foggy and 
cool at the 7am start the race finished in warm and humid conditions#
Gerard Barrett,using the race as a training run,kept Rob Stones company for 30km and 
then let Rob go on to win comfortably in 2:30:12 from Martin Mills in 2:36:04 , none 
of the others got under 2:40 , although 17 finished within 3 hours.
Other results of interest were* First woman Susn STOHTENBEGKER 3*33*0? j second woman 
Deanne DWYER 3*33*11 ;first over 40 (and Novice ll) Alan BRADFORD 2*50*27 ;first 0.5O 
George McGRATH (59) 3*02:06 and first u.20 Peter WILSON (16) 3*04*14.

There was a draw for a return trip to Melbourne for the Big "M" Marathon which was 
won by position 39 Brian FISHER of Sawtell,NSW, who timed 3*12*50.

Jack Weeks was the big improver over the two months - this 52 year old slashed close 
to 20 minutes of his 3*14*39 by the first of July.

XXX XXK XXX
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN MARATHON . West Lakes , 1-7-1979 , Jam , blustery winds.

1oB.NORMAN
2.G.WOOD
3.R. BARNARD
4.W.CHETTLE
5.A. HANLEY
6.P.AFFORD
7.I.D0BBIE
8.W. JAMES
9.D. TURNER

10.J.PETK0VIC

2*25*33
2*29*20
2*29*59
2*32*23
2*33*29
2*37*43
2:38*21
2*38*50
2*39*44
2:40*22

11.G.HICKS
12.W.HALL
13 J) .MARTIN
14.T. MARSHALL
15.D.WALKER
16.P.B0RH0WES
17.J.SHAf»0OTT
18.G.SEAGRIM
19.I.HALL
20.C.FRY

2:41*58 21.R.GORRINGE 2:54*40 
2*44*38 22.C.MILLER 2*55*03 
2*45*08 23.R.FRISBY 2*55*57 
2*50*04 24.C.C0LLINS 2*56*28 
2*50*20 25. GflY 2*56:28
2*51*16 26.M.DAVIS 2*56*30 
2*53*18 27.T.MALONEY 2*57*05 
2*53*40 28.R.SUTCLIFFE 2*57*07
2*53*53 29 *K.DAD AS 2*59*08 
2:54*14 30. JACOBS 3*00:07

WOMEN

S.LLOYD 3*14*55 
D.LEATHERBY 3*31*06
A.MANN 3*58*00

There were 98 finishers.
XXX XXX XXX

NET,? SOUTH WALES MARATHON . Nowra , 23-6-1979 , sunny and mild .

1.R.DAVIES 2:26:19 2.J.GERAGHTT 2:26:37 3.H.WBGNER 2:28:15 4.O.TH0RSEN 2*30*48
5,S,POLLARD 2*32:02 6.K.MAYHEW 2:33*25 7.K.TAYLR0 2*33*26 8.W.RAB10ND 2*34*02
9.P.KALLI0 2:35*17 10.G.HARVEY 2:36:23 11.G.HAND 2:37:12 12.J.BURCHETT 2:37*18

14#A.WATSON 2:38*18 15.J.HENNESSY 2:38:23 16.J.LAJ0KI 2:39*41
18.D.ALLEN 2:41:37 19.A.ARGELL 2:42:22 20,G.BROWNE 2:43*42 
22.S.MANGAN 2:44*11 23.P.RAND 2:45*19 24.J.MUNR0 2:45*46

26.G.KENT 2:47*00 27»P»DRAYT0N 2*47*14 28.D.CUNDY 2*47*18 
29oD.KEYSECKER 2*48*00 30.H.RUCKWIED 2*48:24 31.T.HAIGH 2:48:39 32.P.BROWNE 2*49*06
33»J.ASHBY 2*49*11 34.J.ANDERSON 2*49:48 35.G.SMALL 2:49*57 36.P.BUCKLEY 2*51*15
37.P.FENLON 2*52:34 38.D.W00LNER 2:52:37 39J>.SCHRODER 2*53*12 40.C.McLEAN 2*53*30
41 .B.DENl'JETT 2*55*54 42.J.HANSEN 2:55*58 43*W.SCHUTZ 2*56*49 44.K*PBENTICE 2*57*03
45oA.STAPLES 2*57:41 46.K.DAVIS 2*57*45 47.L.GAPPS 2*58*07 48.I.T0WILL 2*58*14 
49.A.BRIERLEY 2*59*37 50.A.COLLINS 2*59*48 51.B.CARR 2*59*54 
First Woman: Mary MUSIS ON 3*03*27

13.B.THOMAS 2:38*12 
17 .H.BROWN 2:39*46 
21.A.MELHAM 2:43*59 
25.H.VISCH 2:46:23



PROPOSED VICTORIAN WINTER FIXTURES 1980 .
MAR 30 (Sun) VMC Once-Around-The-Tan . Domain , l0.30amo
APR 5 Euroa Easter Festival 15km.
APR 6 GRIFFITH 12,000
APR 7(Mon)VMC 16km & 4 miles . Princes Park , 2.30pm.
APR 13 ( Sun) VMC 15km & 5km . Albert Park , 10.30am.
APR 20(flun)VMC 12km & 4km Fallen Comiftades . Domain , 10.30am.
APR 27(Sun;AAAV Croscountry Opening , Flemington /  Rotorua MARATHON , N.Z. (26th).
MAY 31 Sat3VMC Half-Marathon . Tullamarine . 2.00pm.
MAY 10 VAAA 8000m 0.,4000m u.19 & u.17,2000m u.15 CCC
MAY 24 VAAA MARATHON
MAY 31 VAAA Sandown Relays
JUN 7 Victorian Schoolboys CCC
JUN 15 VMC MARATHON and Mini-Marathon
JON 21 VAAA 15km 0.,5km u.17 & Veterans Road Champs.
JUN 28 Australian Schoolboys CCC.
JUN 29(Sun)VMC 20km & 10km . Albert Park , 10.30am.
JUL 5 VAAA 16,000m 0.,8000m u.17,4000m u.14 CCC.
JUL 12 VMC 25km & 1okm . Werribee South , 2.00pm.
JUL 19 VAAA 10km 0.,5km u.15 Road Champs,4km u.13 /  OLYMPIC GAMES begin(to AUG 3)»
JUL 26/27 Australian MARATHON and 50km Walk,S.A.
AUG 2 VAAA 12,000m 0.,8000m u.19,4000m u.15 & Vet's CCC
AUG 16 VAAA 25km 0.,10km u.19 Road Champs.
AUG 24(Sun)AAAV Open Half-Marathon FUN RUN 
AUG 30 VAAA CC Relays.
SEP 6 Australian CCC , Jell's Park (?)
SEP 13 VMC Ôkro & 15km King-of-the-Mountains.Point Leo, 1.30pm.
OCT 5( Sun) VMC 1 Hour Ruh and Track Races 
OCT 11 R.W.Clarke 10,000m , Murrumbeena.
OCT 19(Sun)MLEB0URNE MARATHON.
NOV 5(Wed)VMC 16km & 6km . Two Bridges.
NOV 11 iTue)Puma 10,000m , Sandringham.
NOV l6(Sun) Olympic Tyres MARATHON.
1981 fixtures ares T&F Champs in S.A.jSchools T&F in Q'landjCC Champs in S.A.;

Schools CCC in Tas.:Marathon and Walk AUG 1 & 2 in Vic.

1982 fixtures sMAR 18-21 T&F in Brisbane ; SEP 4/5 C'wealth Games Trials in Brisbane.
xxx xxx xxx

VMC NEJTVSLETTERS Vol. 11 No.1 have been returned because of changed addresses :
Duglas J.Shaw, 50vens Court,COBRAM 5 G.R.Briggs, 10 Day Road, NOETHGATE, Q'land and 
Allan Foley, 4^9 Mt Alexandef Road, MOONEE PONDS.

Anyone knowing their whereabouts will they plese notify us (or them).
xxx xxx xxx

VMC MARATHON COMPETITORS have shot through with our race numbers so that we have yet
another incomplete set I Nos. 2 Steve Saunders - 6 Terry Harrison - 17 Geoff Pratt
607 Paul Mullins - 617 John Ralph - 622 J.Bone.
Fair Go i Broken sets are of no us3 to the club and we sooner spend our money on ser
vice to our members than on making good negligence by thoughtless athletes.

xxx xxx xxx
MARATHON CERTIFICATES of 1978 and 1979 are still to be claimed by a lot of finishers.
As the certificates tend to be crushed when sent through the mail we want claimants to
pick them up directly from the Race Secretary, Fred Lester, at any of our runs.
The following still have not been struck off the 1978 list : Garry Harris, Tom Yuncken, 
Bill Peterson, Neil Griffin, Gerry White, Ernie Elliott, Bob Schickert, Ian,Dunn,
Kathy McLean, John Barrie, Richard We3t, Neil Taylor, Kevin Onley, Field Rickards,
Keith Graham, Bob Laughton, Des Middleton, Gordon Porter, David Yaffe, Geoff White.

xxx xxx xxx
A LETTER SUGGESTING THE FORMATION OF A FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIAN DISTANCE RUNNING CLUBS 
has been sent out by the Victorian Marathon Club as the sharp oncrease in road and fun
runs of all kinds makesit desirable that better co-ordination between bodies conducting
these events is achieved0 Comment on this proposal and ideas should go to VMC President 
Neil Ryan, 71 Vine Street, MOONEE PONDS, 3039, Victoria.
In the meantime, the VMC Newsletter and Competition Secretary Fred Lester will serve as 
the clearing house for all fixtures, marathon results and also 10 000m track races. For 
the purpose of grading standards, break-up of participation figures and similar infor
mation assisting in the planning and conduct of races anywhere in Australia, a stamped 
self-addressed envelope will return the answer to any queries. Use the VMC Newsletter 
address: 1 Golding Street, CANTERBURY, 3126, Vic.



NOVICE CORNER * COMPETITION - THE FIRST STEPS . By "Phidippides".

Athletics publications axe fall of articles on training the elite athlete.Similarly , 
just about every magazine from Playboy to Reader’s Digest pontificates on the joys of 
jogging.
However , nobody really caters for the person in between , i.e. the better-than-average 
jogger or fun runner who wishes to run competitively but who , perhaps because of job 
or family reasons (or because of an honest assessment of his/her limitations), is not 
willing or a able to devote a lot of time to it.
This brief article is an attempt to fill that gap.

TRAINING.

We are all different and training is an individual thing - what suits you may not suit 
the next person . However , there are certain basic principles which the tyro competitor 
could well follow : -

1.Training should not be too hard nor too easy - above all it should be consistent.

2.Don’t train so hard that you are too tired to train the next day.

3.Build up gradually - too rapid mileage increments lead to staleness and injury.

4.Alternate one hard day with two easy days - don't break down your reserves.

5.Attempt one longer run each week , especially if you are aiming towards the marathon.

6.Do intervals (timed repetitions over short distances) once a week, once you feel 
sufficiently fit . Nobody likes intervals b^t but all top runners do them. Intervals 
can be on the track or on roads,parks,etc.(e.g. use telegraph poles as markers) .
There is no need to run them a great deal faster than your race pace - too fast can 
lead to injury.

7 .The best times to train are around mid-day or evenings. If you must train before work, 
don't just bound out of bed straight into your workout but instead , have a good 
stretch , shave , cup of coffee or walk , before heading off. This way , those sleepy 
joints will have at least partially accustomed themselves to movement.

8.Make your morning runs slow as you are at your most injury prone state then.

9.Try fit a run into your lunch hour , it's cheaper than shopping and better for you 
than going to the pub I If practicable , run home from work occasionally . These ways 
you can step up your mileage easily without spending a lot of time specially on just 
running.

THE RACE.

1.Warm up properly - the shorter the race , the longer the warmup. Come to the starting 
line lightly sweating. Do some 60m "strideouts" to prepare for the inevitable fast 
start which is a feature of most road and crosscountry events.

2.Settle down to a pace which feels slightly slow for the first half of the race y then 
come home fast. Even pacing will result and this is the key to an efficient race per
formance. Forget surging - this is only for the Wardlaws and Austins and not the club 
runner.

3.When aiming to pass a rival , do it quickly or don't pass at all. If you only drift 
up alongside his shoulder he will be able to increase his pace to match yours.

4.Use other runners as a windbreak - there is always somebody prepared to lead a group 
into the wind. Concentrate on hanging onto the back of the group and when the wind- 
breakers tire or the wind abates , "leapfrog" ahead to the next group.

ETIQUETTE.

1 .Never impede another competitor.

2.Even if it is a fact , never say you are "treating the race as a training run" as this 
belittles the other competitors.

3 .If you run badly , don't unleash a string of excuses as this also belittles those who 
finished near you.

GEAR.

Correct choice of running gear is critical for marathons. For instance , singlets should 
have deep arm holes to avoid chafing. Shorts should be turned inside out before purchase 
and examined for any raised seams which could chafe. Put Band-aids on your nipples and 
plenty of vaseline on any potentially chafing spots. Tape any spots on your feet which 
have suffered during your longer training runs. (cont. p.12)
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NOVICE CORNER: (cont, from page 11)

Socks are optional - they are hardly necessary with modem running shoes. Don't run 
marathons in too-light racing shoes unless you have a very light body weight yourself. 
You may well run the early miles "on your toes" but , unless super fit , will finish 
the run in a bone-jarring plod and any extra millimetre of rubber between your feet and 
the road may mean the difference between finishing the marathon in a reasonable time , 
or alternately lapsing into an excruciating "survival shuffle" «

Above all , E N J 0 Y your running t
X XX XXX X XX

LETMt FROM THE U.S.A. Eero Keranen.

....I'm writing from California with a proposal for any athlete who would like the 
opportunity to run & study in the States.
The college is Allan Hancock Junior College in Santa Maria , on the coast between Santa
Barbara & San Luis Obispo. The school is only 2& hours from L.A. & some 5 hours from 
San Francisco with great distance running climate all year round. Some requirements are 
necessary of course , one of which is BSC (Leaving can be overcome l) & a desire to 
experience the chance of a lifetime. I attended the school from Aug. 77 to Jan. 79 »or 
3 Semesters & enjoyed myself immensely & received 2 degrees to boot I The accomodation 
would be with the coach & his wife , school being 600 yards away , no tuition or school 
fees as they will be covered. A job on campus can earn you somewhere in the region of 
$ 200 - 300 per month. The competition is excellent , in one of the best distance confe
rences in Junior College ranks. The coach takes movies of all meets & training is also
escellent on either the school's asphalt-rubber track or 880 yards grass CC circuit . 
...I've found out that the airfare is very reasonable on a budget return...enquiries 
should be sent to Joseph Murphy , 8 Mellor St , Sunshine , 3020 , Tel* 311 63 20....
...I moved to Boise , Idaho , on scholarship at the end of January. Iwas met with snow, 
cold wind & sub-zero (- 12F one morning) temperatures.
Ify luck was gone apparently as I sprained my ankle 4 times , then broke my already 
"cracked" sesamoid on my right toe & had the worst shin splints ever (6 weeks ll). Ify 
season was a shambles. Iran one good race , a rather slow 9*19 Steeple in Eugene , after
3 weeks training.
Now I'm back in Santa Maria , working and saving for my return , which should be in 
August or September.
(Eero had a very good season in 1978,results we published in Vol.10,No.4» Editor.)

XXX X XX XXX

100 Miles Track Race.Cherrywood Village N.SCW..26-5-79. Bill Luke.

Ultra Marathon Events: My second appearance at this type of endurance event, and a 
marked improvement on the VMC 50 Miler at Prices Park. A tin thunder box at the top of 
the straight & 90m down an officials' tent at the other end & runners' seconds inside 
the straight. All shapes and sizes, a very friendly atmosphere and real gutsy per
formers. Well done Don and Mt.Druitt Joggers ! I

Bill Luke is hoping to get support 
within the V.M.C. (Logan,Schickert, 
Hart,Bruner,Crawford) to organise 
a 40 Or 50 track miler and give a 
warm welcome to interstate guests 
thus creating good fellowship in 
sport for ultra-distance enthusiasts.

1. Don KEYSSECKER 39 3*13*01 100 Miles 16:09:48
2.Buck DILLON 51 3*42*33 100 " 16:59:00
3.Walter McRORIE 48 3*26:53 100 " 18:05:00
4.Doug MARKULIN 35 2*24*35 88 " 15*30*00
5.Keith SWIFT 37 3*44*47 66 " 11:52*00
6.Bob BRUNER 41 3*47*22 100 km 10:15*22
7.Keith BOIDEN 51 4:07:09 100 km 13:03:00
8.John WALLACE 39 4*09*15 50 Miles 10:56:04
9.Tom GILLIS 39 3*11*00 40 " 5:01:56
10.Brian SHARP 48 3*49*45 40 " 5:58:00
11.John MARTIN 36 5*23*20 60 " 12:30:00

(Paraplegic Olympic Champion)
Name Age Marathon Distance Time

The Sydney-Melbourne Coast Race commencing on August 25th,1979 will see Tom GILLIS , 
Don KEYSSECKER, Buck DILLON and Wal McRORIE set out from Sydney P.O. at 8.00 am , 
sent on their way by Bruce Gyngell,Dawn Fraser and Des Renford. Bruce Gyngell intends 
to stay with the runners for 20 miles. The projected schedule is* Kiama arrive 25/8 , 
Ulladulla 26/8, Narooma 27/8,Merimbula 28/8, Cann River 29/8, Nowa Nowa 30/8,Sale 31/8» 
Warragul 1/9, Melbourne Town Hall 2/9» winner accompanied by Ron Barassi.

N.S.W. Veterans AAC Marathon . 4 lap course, 7-7-1979 > ^rmish.
1«Ian GRAVES 2*31*25? 2.Ron GRIB3LE 2*32*22; 3»Steve POLLARD 2*36*22*4.Zigsy FEDEBAR 
2:40:17? 5.Jim HENDERSON 2*41*20? 6.Warren GRAHAM 2*41*52? 7.Allan HOGAN 2*45*20;
8.Tom GILT,IS 2*46:28; 9.Terry HEINEIKE 2*47*31? 10.Bob PIPER 2*48:55.



TASMANIAN CROSS-COUNTRY SCENE. Ian Stock.

Hike Harding and Kent Bayner were the outstanding athletes during the early part of the 
Tasmanian CC season. Kent broke Ch±is Wardlaw's record in winning the prestigious 10km 
"City to Casino" Pun Run and scored a ticket to the "Bay to Breakers" run,San Francisco«

Under Max Cherry's guidance, 20-year old Peter Brasher finally emerged as a top athlete 
with several outstanding runs, perhaps the best being his 70*56 fastest time in the 
13 mile Launceston to Longford road race, a course with some severe hills. Peter's 52 
year old mother, Shirley, won seven gold medals at the Australian Veterans titles and 
went on to compete in the World Veterans Championships at Hanover, W.Germany, during 
early August. She required about $2000 to make the trip and great support by the people 
of Launceston and a $1000 donation by the Tasmanian Government to bolster an appeal which 
had been launched by the Northern Tasmanian AA Branch resulted in the appeal being over
subscribed. The excess will be used in future for other athletes selected for internatio
nal competition. In the world titles, Shirley won 3 silver medals (both walks and the 
10,000m) and a bronze (1500m). Prior to Germany she had broken the World Record for the 
latter event, but at the world titles was out-manoeuvred.

State Marathon competitors numbered 20 when they faced the starter on June 30th, 14 saw 
out the distance. Race favourite Mike Harding was expected to clock about 2:20 after 
putting in months of intense preparation. It was unfortunate that the 1979 placegetters 
had been knocked out of the event through either illness or injury.

Harding,Rayner,Brasher and Craig Anderson ran together for the first two miles, but 
Harding then broke clear and steadily increased his lead as the race progressed. He 
reached the turn in 1:08:41 (5*17 p*m.) as against Rayner's 1:12:37 (5*35 rate). By 
the mile mark Harding had a lead of about 1700m to clock 1<40:18 with Rayner timed 
at 1:45*59* However, severe blood blisters were beginning to hamper Mike's progress 
and his lead began to shrink. Just before 25 miles several blisters burst and forced 
him to withdraw, although still well in the lead.

Rayner smoothly moved through to win after a typically intelligent run. His preparation 
had not specifically directed at the marathon and he decided to run evenly and "take 
his chance". After averaging 5*36 p.m. over the first 16 miles he increased his pace to 
average 5*34 the full distnce. Peter Brasher, in his first serious attempt at the 
marathon, finished strongly to be a clear second.

Veterans Eddie Westburgh (49) and Bruce Lonmore were fifth and seventh in 2:44*03 (3 sec 
slower than last year) and 2:47*27* Because of financial restraint, Longmore is the sole 
Tasmanian participant in this year's Nationals in Perth.

The State CC titles, held at Brighton on July 28, saw an outstanding run from Rayner. 
Hampered by a knee injury during the previous week, the reticent champion was rather 
apprehensive about his form.

Rayner,Randal Markey,Brasher and Anderson turned the first lap of the 3 circuit 12 000m 
course together. Half-way through lap 2, Markey opened up a 10m lead but then Rayner 
then applied pressure to win a course record time of 36:28 to leave Randall behind by 
some 125m for 36:53 and Brasher third in 37 * 23»

Teams for the Perth CC Nationals were named after the races but several athletes doubt 
their capacity to make the trip. The teams named were:

Seniors: Rayner,Brasher,Anderson,L.Taylor,G.Cronley,S.Bailey.
Juniors:R.Foley,L.Whitton,T.Wing,D.Thomas,T.Moore. Manager: Frank Hill.

MORS TASMANIAN RESULTS AND CLIPPINGS. Tony Risby.

Marathon: K.RAYNER 2:26:09}P.BRASHER 2 *28:54 }C* ANDERSON 2:33*57}S.PATCHETT 2:35*46}
5. & 7. see above jW. ESSEX 2:45*44}R*?EMBERT0N 2:56:51}N.GOLDIE 2:54*28.

Junior Half-Marathon:Russell FOLEY 1:12:36}Leon WHITT0N 1:13*05jDerek THOMAS 1:14*11}
Kurt GEIER 1*15*12}?hillip HILL 1*20*58.

16km Race.28-5-79:M.HABDING 48*36.6(Rec)}P.BRASHER 50*34}R.MARKEY 50*55}L.WEBB 51*29}
~ C.ANDERSON 52*23}P*KAUFMAN 54:24}P.FAULKNER 55*32}P.KEENAN 57*59* 
Veterans:E.WESTBURGH 55:02;B.LONGMORE 55:28;R.BEADELL 59*40.

11.4km King of the Mountains.Mt.Wellington. 2-6-79*K.RAYflER 47*27«2(Rec & 6th win in 7)»
B.wiSTBOBGH 54s34;B.Lo¥ g m6r e 58*25fS."HALLEY 59*36}C.ROPER 62*51 jR.PETTIT 62*54*

12km Penguin,16-6-J9sK.RAYNER 40*37}C.ANDERSON 4 1:10}P. BRASHER 42*24}S.BAILEY 43*26}
. L.TAn70R 44 *471A. BENNETT 46:47;P.KAUFMAN 4 7*27>B.LOHGMORE 47*48»



BAT,TARAT HARRIERS HALF MARATHON 20-5-1979 BUNGAREE

VOL»11 No. 2 

Stan Nicholls.

1 .Kevin DAVIES
2.Terry HARRISON
3.Rob WILSON
4.Rob SEALEY 
5oRob BROOKES
6.Martin O'MALLET 
7.Steve MONAGHETTI
8.Ron HARRY
9.Brian JOHNSON
10.Brian TRO’TER
11.Barry BROOKS
12.Joe CAMPISI 
13 .Don SIMPSON
14.Keith RTJYG 
15*Peter ARMISTEAD 
16 .Dick DOWLING

68i08 17«Bruce KELLETT 
68*18 18.Fred BROOKS
70:13 19.Gary LOOKER
70:40 20 .Kevin FALLOON
71:09 21 . E m  ELLIOTT 
71:59 22.Ken DUXBURY
72:05 23.Ron HARRIS
72:17 24.Steven MILLER
72:25 250Jack RYAN 
72:36 26.Graeme QUICK
72*44 27.Rob FALLOON 
72*54 28 .Kerry PRITCHARD
73*16 29 .John SMITH 
73*28 30.Tony DONHEEIY
73*33 31»Les MOLLAHD 
74*04 32.K MAOKIN

74*16 33.Bruce BALHARRIE 78:09
75*15 34.Graeme HEWITT 78*09 
75*17 35.Bill LUKE 78:54 
75*34 36 .Robert KICHOLIS 79:08 
75*38 37.Ian LOVELOCK 79:20
75:44 38.Gerry HART 79:21
75*56 39.B111 HIGGINS 79:27 
76:02 40.Brendan McVEIGH 79:35 
76:16 41.Patrick HICKEY 79:36 
76:24 42.Ian BLACK 79:36
76:41 43.Steven CREASE 79:36
76:46 44.Merv WHELAN' 79:45 
76*50 45oWayne FOY 79*50
76*53 46 .Steve LUDER 79*53 
76*55 4 7.Bob SCHKXSRT 80*09 
77:52 480Riissell BOURKE 80:15

WOMEN* 1.Lavinia PETRIE 85*10 - 2JCathie McLEAN 87*19 - 3»Barbara FAY 97*12

UNDER 19* 1. Steve MONEGHETTI 72*05 - 2.Bruce BALHARRIE 78:09 - 3.Rob NICHOLLS 79:08

40-44: Fred BROOKS (41)1 45-49* Brian EYCROFT (47) 80:49*

50-54: Ray FOLLEY (50) 81*47} 55-59* Jack RYAN (57)J o.60*Stan NICHOLLS (67) 88:13

VET WOMEN: Peg SMITH (42) 97*52} Shirley YOUNG (49) 99:27? Ann CALLAGHAN (41) 100:48 
Betty NEWMAN (54* 110:07} Judy WINES (41) 112:41.

Kevin Davies of the Ballarat Harriers Club outdistanced more than 200 runners from 
other clubs throughout Victoria, including the Metropolitan area, to take the fourth 
annual Ballarat Harriers Half-Marathon in the fine time of 68:08.

Glenhuntly runner Terry Harrison was a close second and Rob Wilson, who is now based 
in Ballarat but competes for Box.Hill, finished third.

It was within a mile from the start that Davies and a group of broke away from the 
rest of the field and set a cracking pace. This group included Wilson, Sealey (Ball. 
Harriers), Brookes (Wendouree)„ Harrison and a Glenhuntly club mate of his. They 
went past the first mile in a fast 5 min 5 sec.
At 5 miles , reached in an even 26 minutes, this bunch stayed together, but at 6 miles 
Harrison,Davies and Wilson broke clear of the bunch and now it was Davies trying to 
force the pace.

At the half way point, Davies was the first to go through in 33:36, closely followed 
by Harrison and Wilson. Sealey and Brookes now filled the minor placings and it was 
difficult to see them both improving enough to challenge the leaders.

Davies and Harrison continued to pressure each other as they ran stride for stride 
on the return journey back to the Bungaree Oval. They reached the 10 mile mark in 
52:53 and one wondered who would make the first move to break away. It happened at
11 miles that Davies forced a gap of 5 metres, but Harrison hung on grimly to stay 
within striking distance.

But over the final stages of the race Davies1 greater speed was evident and he ran 
on strongly to win by a 10 second margin

"I had no real intention of running today," Davies said after the race."I Knew Most 
of my team mates were competing and I decided to run because I would not have had any 
one to train with this morning. It's a bit of a surprise." On Saturday, Kevin, had won 
his club's two-mile championship in ^ m i n  26 sec.

X XX X XX XXX
Overseas Items of Interest. Tony Berry
At this year's Welsh Games the 10,000m was won by N.Kassiaobis(Greece) in 29*07*33. 
Scotland's G.Riramer took out the 5000m with a time of 14*44*9*

At the World Road Race over 25km for Veterans,Bolton,England,there were good times* 
40-44:M.Freary 1 :20:07/-45-49*W.Stoddart 1:26:08 /  50-54:A.Taylor(Canada) 1:27*21 /  
55-59sE.Joynson 1:33:35 / 6O-64:L.B.Yong(S.Korea)1:42:16 /  65-69*G.Porteous 1:42:06 /  
70-74*A.Rudnick(W.Germany)l *56*39 /  0.75*F.Tempel(W.Germany)2:32:31 *

The fastest woman was A.Aokazuna(Japan) with 1:39*26 in the 35-39 age group.
Long distance record breaker Greta Waitz showed her verstility by winning a 1500m 
race in Italy during July with the fine time of 4:05.4*



WOMEN RUNNERS SAY t Avon Marathon . Sydney . 8-7-1979 Peggy Smith.

Theres«Bell won the Avon Marathon, the first open Marathon for women only to be held 
in Australia. Finishing her sixth marathon in her 17 years of running with a time of 
2*55*37 has won for her an all-expenses paid trip to the second annual Avon Internatio
nal Women's Marathon Championship. This event is to be held in September at Waldniel , 
the home town of Dr. van Aaken, mentor of many of the most successful women runners«

Runner-up Sue Hill will also be going to West Germany, all expenses paid. Although 
running far behind Therese at the 15 mile mark she was able to finish strongly enough 
to close the gap to one minute and run 2*56*58. This was three minutes faster than her 
previous best run over the same course in the Harboard Diggers marathon earlier this 
year. Sue ran the ultra distance of 50 miles in 7*19*51 last year0

Mary Mnrison improved two minutes on her Canberra, marathon time to finish in third 
place in 3*08:04. Margaret Ricardo came 4th in 3*13*17 and the performance of Sue Beisty 
to finish f ifthin3 *17* 54 must be about the fastest time run in Australia for a woman 
over 40. Jean Medloch. who finished a 50 mile race in 7*53*01 last year came in sixth 
timing 3*18:02.

Starting from Manly, the course commenced with a loop of about 4km and them went 
along Pittwater Road to Bayview and back. Although the course had been described to me 
as flat, two of the hills we encountered were anything but I There were numerous inter
sections to cross, these were not too busy when we started at 8.00 am, but by the time 
we reached the turn the road was too busy to run on, and we spent most of the way back 
dodging pedestrians, kids on bikes and dogs along the footpath. Under normal circum
stances, if there was a large field in the marathon, I don't think these things would 
have been noticeable. As there were only about 20 starters it meant that by the 20 
mile mark it was possible to have been running for the previous 5 miles without glimp
sing another runner. This feeling of isolation does not make running marathons any 
easier, that's for sure 11

The weather was cold and windy at the start of the race, on the way out the wind 
was blowing straight into our faces, by the time we reached the turn the wind had 
dropped, the sun broke through and the temperature had reached 19 C by mid morning 
when people were finishing.

The organisation was enthusiastic and adequate although 5 miles before the first 
feeding station was a bit too far. Spectators waiting at the finish line were kept 
informed over the P.A.system on the position of all competitors throughout the race. 
There was a 10km and also a 3km fun run held while the marathon was in progress, which 
gave people waiting some more entertainment.

All the women who finished the marathon, no matter what time and place, were treated 
like royalty, because the presentations were given out at the same place as the finish 
line, people were still gathered around and clapping- runners who had taken 4 hours or 
more. We were showered with gifts, asked for our autographs and fed until we couldn't 
eat another thing.

Training methods, mental attitudes and hormones are only part of the reason for the 
gap in men's and women's running. With equal opportunities and recognition that events 
like the Avon Marathon and Fun Runs give, we will see the gap close and more of our 
women distance runners will reach international standards0

The inaugural Victorian Women's Marathon Championship proved to be a huge success, 
what we lacked in numbers was made up by enthusiasm.

The biggest ordeal was the 'medical' which we had to undergo on the morning of the 
race. We eventually found a room where we could be examined. The two sports medicine 
doctors from Geelong1 seemed to be in a hurry to get away. Once they started examining 
us though, we knew it was no ordinary examination. I thought my arms and legs were 
going to be torn off. They asked if we had had any injuries recently or illness. Do 
you think we would have said "yes" ? They were of the firm belief that a medical exa
mination at least 7 days prior to and one on the day of the race should be compulsory 
for ANYONE running a marathon. They found that at least 2 women had heart murmurs 
which they assured us was normal in some athletes, but they had neither the time nor 
the facilities to check out whether it was or not. Fortunately we were all given a 
clean bill of health and the race was under way at 12 noon.

I won this first one, with Kathy McLean (Oakleigh) in second place and Jackie
Turney (Oakleigh) third. I was very pleased to receive a letter from the VMC telling
me that I had won a trip to Ham.ilton(NZ) to run their marathon. I will be going. It's
the same day as the Big M which I hadn't intended to run anyway. I'm hoping for a P.B.

Victorian Women's Marathon Championship. 23-6-1979. Lavinia Petrie

Thanks, V.M.C.



I heard an extract from a men's club which has accepted at least one female into its 
membership. They believe they can provide better competition for women by racing- with 
men. I also was tackled at Bundoora by an over-zealous male who doesn't think that any 
woman would ever beat him but women would improve by competing against men. Some women 
can beat some men but with our physical attributes - on the whole we can never compete 
equally.

International competition does not provide for mixed competition. Road races, which 
affect us directly, are the only time when it becomes beneficial to us all to compete 
together - we are not competing against men or women - we're all racing together,because 
we enjoy it. Besides, think of the time it would take to conduct each race separately.

I fail to see any real benefit that women would gain by joining the VAAA but if 
that's what you want to do, girls - go ahead. THINK CAREFULLY first and talk it over 
with someone who understands it better than you before you make your decisions.

You may still belong to the V.M.C. if you are a member of either Association.

4 Victorian girls are in the Australian CC Team to compete in the New Zealand CCC. 
Leading these is Anne Lord(Ringwood) who also ran in last year's team. 18 years old 
and running only since 1976> she has an impressive record. In her first season of Cross
country she won the Vic Junior CC title and went on to represent her state at the 
Australian Championships where she finished 2nd. For the next 2 years she remained 
undefeated in Crosscountry until she joined senior ranks. Lynne Williams is the only 
one to have beaten her, but she has also beaten lynne. Anne also is the current Austr. 
Junior 1500m and 3000m Track Champion and Recrod Holder0 She is a first-year Science 
student at Melbourne University and hopes to do physiotherapy. Inter-varsity was also 
on her program and she is the current 800m,1500m and 3000m Inter-varsity Champion.

Rhonda Taylor(Ringwood) is the current Australian 3000m Track Champion. Rhonda won 
the Australian Junior CC title in 1976, but to date has never run in Australian Chann 
pionships as a senior. Rhonda is a third-year Phys Ed student at Burwood State College 
and is 20 years old.

Kathy Wilkinson(Box Hill) at 16 is the baby of the team. Last year Kathy also ran in 
New Zealand. She is trained by Alan Barlow and recently won the under 19 schoolgirls 
Australian CCC over 4000m. She has represented Victoria 3 times in Crosscountry.

Joan Cameron(Eastern Suburbs) at 23 is the oldest in the team. Jean has been a 
regular Crosscountry competitor and member of the VMC for the last 4 years. Join has 
never won a title but has represented Victoria twice in Crosscountry. Her big chance 
came at the trial when she finished 4th, only seconds behind the winner. She is a 
senior nursing sister at St.Vincent's Hospital and often gets up at 4*00 am so she can 
run before starting a day's work in the wards. Her dedication and determination under 
the careful guidance of Pam Turney have been rewarded by this chance to represent 
Australia.

The other members of the team are Judith Moon(WA) and Susan BradlevfNSW). Manageress 
is VMC General Secretary Pam Turney0

The Australian Schoolgirls & Schoolboys CC Championships were inaugurated at Sydney on 
July 29»1979» and proved successful to at least the Victorian Schoolgirls Team.

Twelve girls were selected in 3 age groups. Unfortunately, the Victorian Schoolgirls 
Championships had been conducted over different distances in the age groups and it is 
hoped that this error will be rectified next year and maybe an even stronger team will 
be selected then.

We had one individual winner - Kathy Wilkinson( Burwood High) won the u.19 4000m. In 
doing so she beat Susan Bradley and Linda Cox(NSW). Mention must be made of seventh 
place getter Sally Pierson. She was the second Victorian in the race. Sally has also 
been selected to represent Australia in the Lugano Cup (World Walking Championship) in 
Germany in September. A versatile little girl who also won a bronze medal in the 1500m 
and 3000m Victorian Junior Championshipso Sally is also 16 years old0

In the teams races, held in conjunction with each race, we placed 2nd,but in the 
overall competition for the Commonwealth Bank Trophy we tied with NSW for first place.

The courses were mainly flat but sandy underfoot. The 4000m and 8000m competitors 
each had to negotiate a couple of fences which weren't too difficult. The undoubted 
highlight of the day was travelling to and from the airport in a double decker bus.
Team members were Kathryn Watt(Tintem CBGS),daughter of the famous Geoff of Warragul, 
Carolyn Nielsen(Burwood High).Tania Turne.y(Dandenong High).Kelly LacombrefBox Hill High), 
June Petrie(Fa'irhills High;,daughter of notorious Lavinia.Kathy Wilkins o m Burwood High) 
Coral Jelleff(Doncaster High).Lyn Adams(Geelong High)and Sally Pierson(Fintona). 
Manageress was Lavinia Petrie who probably did more running than the girls on the day.



One wonders what the real idea behind the motion carried by the VWAAA recently is:
"Only girls aged 13 years and over are permitted to run in road relays."

Road relay distances are 1000m , 2000m & 3000m. All season the girls run 1500m in 
sub-juniors. In the schoolgirls they run 2000m. Girls of all ages are permitted to run 
in fun runs, some of which have distances extending to a marathon(Big M, October 21st). 
Most fun run distances are at least 8000m. Girls are allowed to race walk at least up 
to 5000m on the road, yet some clubs have been unable to field relay teams because their 
regular competitors are under 13 years old.

One of the reasons given was that medical advice had been sought and surveys showed 
that road running could be harmful to young girls. I would suggest that most girls , 
and boys for that matter, train by running on roads so what difference would one race 
per season make to their chance of injury.

If you read this and think that you would like to see the motion rescinded, then 
please do something about it. Don't leave it to the same few people who seem to be 
sticking their necks out all the time.

XXX XXX XXX
Overseas Item Tony Berry

Joyce Smith, 41» became the first British woman to beat two hours for 20 miles when 
she recorded 1 hr 57 roin ~ possibly also the fastest time ever recorded by a woman - 
during the Belgrave Harriers event on Wimbledon Common. Ms Smith was using the race to 
prepare for the unofficial Women's World Marathon Championship at Waldniel, W.Germany, 
in September. She took more than six seconds off her previous best for the distance 
and finished 35th in a mostly male field of 150, 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * *

V.M.C. GENERAL SECRETARY* s REPORT .

The first few months of secretaryship have been fairly smooth sailing. The delega
tion of jobs to various committee members certainly spreads the work load but tends to 
lead to a few basic problems. However, I think that a lot of these can be ironed out 
and the roster system certainly seems to be making members aware of the duties which 
must be carried out when we promote races.

I would like to thank everyone who helped at the Tyabb marathon. The response was 
terrific and no major snags arose. We did, of course, make note of several helpful 
criticisms and these will be minuted and acted upon next year.

The committee face a major job in the co-ordination of fixtures with other associa
tions, etc, within the next few months. Promotional road racing, marathons for men and 
women and heavily sponsdred fun runs are enjoying a great boom which makes clashes haul 
to avoid. But at least a comprehensive fixture list means that marathoners and ultra
distance exponents can plan their season and it also means that we see a few different 
faces showing up in the leading places when major fixtures clash. This in itself is an 
excellent incentive for those who never quite get there in the major raceso

Avon Cosmetics at last came to the party and promoted a Women's Marathon in Sydney. 
Unfortunately we had little notice of this and the first ever Victorian Women's Marathon 
Championship was held only 2 weeks prior to the Avon event. A great pity that after 
years of struggling to get recognition in the marathon the first 2 races over this 
distance for women ever to be promoted in Australia virtually clashed. However, both 
events proved very successful and congratulations to Pavinia Petrie on winning the 
Victorian Marathon and with it our trip to N.Z. for the Hamilton race. Also a big 
"well done" to Peggy Smith who completed both races.

Peggy is at present working on a load of statistics concerning the VMC which should
eventually help us to run our club more successfully and efficiently.

October 21st will or should see all of us in action one way or another I Best of
luck to you all, may everyone achieve a P.B.l PAM.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

Your current V.M.C. Committee Members *
Presidents Neil RYAN 
Vice-Pres: Bruce WALKER 

Peggy SMITH 
Gerry HART 
Dave GAZLEY 
Rob JAMIESON 
Richard HARVEY

General Secretary* Pam TURNEY Gen.Treas*George WILSON
Race Seer.* Fred LESTER 
M'ship Sec.* John CLARKE 
Handicapper*Geoff ALFORD 

Bruce WATT 
Auditor* Kevin SOLOMON 

John SMITH

Trophy TreassVic ANDERSON 
Asst. Treas*Bob SCHICKERT 
CommitteesBarbara BYRNES 

Mike PORTER 
Nick McGUIGAN



AUSTRALIAN MARATHON CHAMPIONSHIP , HERNE HILL t W.A. . 12-8-1979. Rob DeCastella.

45 starters, 40 finishers
1.Rob DE CASTSLLA(v) 2:13*23
2 .Mitsuo SU3UKI(Japan) 2 *14 *45
3.Susumu SATHO (j) 2*15:17
4.Katsuhiro TACHIKAWA(J) 2:15:33
5.Barufuini ’.TORI (j) 2:15:52
6.Rob STONES (§) 2:16:49
7.Jim LANGFORD (Wj 2:18:03
8.John STANLEY h )  2:18:38
9.Horst '7SG?JER (N) 2:19:49
10.Paul O'HARE (V) 2:20:20
11.John DUCK (v) 2:21:53
12.Grenville WOOD (S) 2:22:49
13."en DUXBURY ( V) 2 t23:30
14.John HAMBL3T0N (w) 2 :2 5 0 9
15.Tim WALSH (w) 2:2 5 :40
16.Bob GUTHRIE (V) 2:26:43

. Weather: 8 C at 8am and foggy, 22 C at 10.15am,cool breeze.

1 7.Alan HAULERS}
18.Ian GRAVES (n )
19.Greg THORSEN (N}
20 .Peter TAYLOR (w)
21.Geoff MOORE (n )
22.Adrian WELLINGTON (s)
23. Graham BARJIALET ( 0
24.Bill JONES (W) 
25oDavid KEYS (Q)
26 .David BYRNES (v)
27.Phil WALL (W)
28.Brian COX (CJ
29.Kevin ANDERSON (w)
30.Stephen POLLASD (n)
31 .John GERAGIWY (N)
32.Robin BEST 
33.Ian DOBBIE

2:26:29 
2:27:03 
2:28:10 
2:29:13 
2:30:26 
2:30:39 
2:30:59 
2:31:07 
2:33:13 
2:33:27 
2:33:31 
2 :34:00 
2:34*29 
2:34*38 
2:35*53 
2:36:17 
2:36:19

20km: 1 :04:09-La.ngford,Satho,Wegner,Stanley, 1:04:26-Tachikawa,Su3uki,Mori,Stones,
1 :04M9-DeCastella, 1 :05:56-Wood, 1:06:12-01 Kare, Ha.nl ey, 1:06:48-Byrnes,Hambleton 
1 :07:02-Barna.rd, 1:07*07-Dux.bury, Duck, Guthrie, Walsh, 1:07:16-Pollard 
1:07:19-Vic Anderson, 1 :07:22-Wellington, 1:08:26 Thorsen, 1 :08:51-Graves.

30km: 1:36:09-Tachikawa. 1:36:12-Satho,Suzuki, 1:36:15-Stones,Mori, 1 :36:19-I»angford 
1*37*43-DeCastella,Stanley, 1*37*47-^egner, 1:39*36-0’Hare, 1*40*12-Wood 
1:40*50-Hanley, 1:40:52-Duck, 1 :40:56-Duxbury, 1*41:18-Walsh, 1*41:>27-Gambleton 
1:41:48-Guthrie,Byrnes, 1:43 *18-Wellington,Pollard, 1s 4 3:41-Graves,Moore

•Duck
•Walsh

The Victorians team stayed in comfortable accommodation at Park Towers prior to the race, 
The course itself, at Herne Hill, was basically of 2 laps around flat market garden type 
country containing a couple of small rises. The road was rather narrow, and except for 
official cars traffic-free, with just a few roughish parts where the road had started 
to deteriorate. Fog patches were still hanging around in the fresh mroning air at 8 am 
starting times but with the sun breaking through the temperature had climbed to 22 C 
by the time the race finished. This was to some extent offset by a fair breeze.

Langford and Stanley led to the 15 miles, when the latter tried some surges to gain a 
break but could not sustain it. The four Japanese ran as a team for almost the whole 
race. DeCastella found himself on his own from about 6 miles when he drew away from 
Vic Anderson and David Byrnes. Never lagging more than about a minute behind the leader 
(The official time given for 30km, see above, appears to be out by 1 min - Ed.), Robert 
made up his mind to catch up gradually from about the 25km and build up his speed as he 
moved in on the leaders. His fastest 5km was between 30 and 35 with 14*42 appr. and as 
he moved past the leading four-Japanese and Rob Stones, only Tachikawa managed to match 
pace for a brief while.

Hospitality and friendliness before and after the race were outstanding, making it a 
most enjoyable experience. This in spits of being stretched very much to the limit by 
having to host and organise all the National Championships in athletics this year.

XXX XXX XXX
WROLD VETERANS ATHLETICS in Hanover(W.Germany) saw many successes for Australians in 
most of the events. The outstanding figure was the 60-64 winner of ALL the distance 
races. John Gilraour. A note from Ted Paulin (2*27*43 for 8th and bronze team medal in 
40-44/ tells of a 10 inoh (25om) win by John Robinson (NZ) over D.McGregor(OK) with a 
time of 2*22*32. Tom Roberts(45-49) was pipped in a photo finish 2*00.3 - 800m. Harry 
Jones(60-64) took the 5000m/l0 000m Walk double. Reg Barlow(75-79) won the 10 000m but 
was hampered after that by a pulled ligament.The 55-59 team won the 10 000m CCC. As 
for Shirley Brasher see the Tasmanian report.
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Conversion. Examples to obtain 3 mile splits :

hrs 10 min 

hfs 20 min 

hrs 45 min 

hrs 4 min *

■ 7800 sec , divide by 8.740 ■ 892.4485-

■ 8400 sec f div. by 8.740 ■ 961»°98.. *

= 9900 sec , div. by 8.740 * 1132.72.. =

11040 sec , div. by 8.740 - 1263»15»• *

. = 14 min 52.4 **sec for 3 miles. 

16 min 1 sec for 3 miles.
18 min 52 sec for 3 miles.

21 min 3 sec for 3 miles.

Conversion 
Factor: 

8.439 
for 

each 
5km 

; 
8.740 

for 
each 

3 
miles 

42
*195km 

■ 
26.2187 

m
i
l
e
s
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ELITE LONG DISTANCE RU1PERS. Dr. Andrey Kretsch

Among the wide array of sporting events few offer a greater challenge than the 
marathon. Participants in this event must endure the irregular terrain of a 42.195km 
road course, often made more difficult by wind resistance and environmental heat 
stress. Despite these handicaps champion runners have completed the marathon distance 
in less than 2 hrs 10 min, an average speed of 3*05 per km (26.219 miles at 4*58 p.m.).

Over the years and particularly over the past 10 years there has been an increasing 
amount of research carried out on distance athletes, especially on athletes running 
the marathon. The introduction of the "Fun Run" marathons has caused a tremendous 
general interest into marathon running and what contributes to make a successful mara
thon athlete. Using the wealth of research data ohtained in the laboratory and "on the 
track" we have been able to establish an overall profile of the "ideal" marathon 
runner. While this applies to the elite athlete it also has general application to 
distance runners of all standards.

1. Age. Ability of marathon runners tend to improve with age and generally runners
who attain the greatest success are between 26 and 32 years of age. However, many 
runners continue to compete in marathon races with considerable success until late in 
life. An example was Clarence DeMar who won his 7th Boston Marathon aged 42 years.

2. Build - physique. Anatomically, marathoners are usually small and thin. The average
height and weight of all the Boston Marathon champions from 1897 "to 1965 was 170 cm 
(67.O inches) and 61 kg (134*5 pounds).

3. Percentage body fat. Marathon runners generally possess about 7*5$ to 9$ body fat,
(Frank Shorter was measured at 5$)<> This compares to 14/̂  body fat found in "veteran" 
marathon athletes and compares to 19$ to body fat in the average population.

4. -Physiological characteristicso

A. Oxygen uptake (V0g)« Aerobic or endurance capacity is generally measured in the 
laboratory as the ability to consume oxygen maximally (VOjJmax.). Distance runners, 
paricularly marathoners, possess exceptionally large VOx max. values. In general 
these athletes have oxygen uptake capacities that are nearly 50$ larger than those of 
normally active men who are often half their age. While oxygen transport plays a 
vital role in marathon running success - VOj max. measured as mis of oxygen the body 
can take up per kg of body weight per minute - it is not the sole, or only criteria 
to marathon running time. For example * Derek Clayton who holds the fastest time for 
the marathon (2 hrs 8 min 33 sec) has an aerobic capacity (VO^max.) of 69.7 ®ls per 
kilogram per minute. This is only an average value for a distance runner and compares 
to values of 75 to 80 found in other distance athletes such as 84 for Prefontaine , 
our own Ken Hall and some top crosscountry skiers. Consequently it is obvious that 
other factors have an important role in marathon performance.

B. Ability to utilize a large percentage of the individual's aerobic capacity -
measured as the anaerobic threshold (A.T.T.

As an individuals fitness improves, he is able to work at a higher percentage of 
his maximum aerobic capacity. Distance athletes are usually able to tolerate for long 
periods of time running speeds which employ around 65 to 75$ of their maximum VOx . 
Studies on Derek Clayton found that he was able to tolerate for long periods of time 
speeds which required him to use 86$ of his maximum VOx * Consequently he is able to 
function at 59»3 ml/kg/min (69 x 86/100) compared to another runner with higher max.
V0 3̂ but lower A.T.,e.g. 75 x 75/100 - 56.25 ml/kg/min. Thus a person's ability to 
work at a large percentage of his aerobic capacity is an important factor.

C. Running efficiency. Running efficiency as measured by oxygen consumption at the
same running speed, seems to play an important role in winning performance. A recent 
research study illustrates this fact. Two athletes of similar aerobic capaditites 
(64-65 ml/kg/min) and who were found to utilize the same percentage of VOx max.(85$) 
at their best marathon performances were tested running on a treadmill (at a speed of
6 min per mile - 3*06.4 p.km). It was found that subject A was using 3 litres of 
oxygen per minute, while subject B required 3*3 litres per minute. Consequently at 
that speed subject B would complete the marathon with a 10$ greater energy expenditure 
than subject A. When reviewing their athletic performances, it was in fact found that 
subject A had repeatedly run the marathon about 9-11$ faster than subject B over the 

past four years of competition. (continued page 21)



5. Muscle fibre composition. (Clmracteristics of Elite L.D.R.'s,cont.)

Skeletal muscle (muscle attached to the bone and involved with movement) is made up 
of large nymbers of muscle fibres. The muscle fibres are of two types * a fast twitch 
fibre (FT) which is related to quick explosive activity such as sprinting and explosive 
events and a slow twitch fibre (ST) which is involved in endurance type aerobic acti
vity. Principally the relative ratios of these fibres in an individual is determined 
at birtho It lias been found that people who are good at andurance activities have a 
higher percentage of ST fibres whereas people who are "naturally” good at speed and 
explosive activities have a high percentage of ST fibres. It is therefor not surpri
sing that studies on elite distance runners have found that they have a predominance 
of ST fibres? 79$ ST fibres in elite long distance runners compared to around 62fo in 
good middle distance runners and compared to 5&fo for the "average" man. In addition to 
the high percentage of ST fibres the specialised endurance training causes an enlarge
ment of these muscle fibres so that there is a marked increase in the total percentage 
area-.

6. Blood chemistry. The analysis of blood profiles of elite distance runners offers
no explanation of the superior fitness or physical ability when compared to good runners«

7o Psychological characterisation. The major distinguishing psychological dimension of 
the elite marathoner is in their "effort sense" in that the runner emloys an associa
tive thinking strategy during competition, that is he continually monitors and processes 
information and reads his body and modulates pace,style and tactics accordingly* In 
contrast, the non-elite .runners "switch off" and think about other things to try and 
cope with the increased perception of effort..

In summary.
Our elite marathon runner is between 26 and 32 years of age, he is around 170 cm in 

heig&fciand weighs around 61 kg. He is small and thin with a percentage body fat of 7$.
He has a maximum oxygen uptake of more than 75 ml/kg/min and is able to utilize a mi
nimum of 75/0 of this for long periods during competition. He has an efficient running 
style and has a high percentage (greater than 80fo) slow Witch muscle fibres. In addit
ion, psychologically he is a stable individual who constantly monitors his running and 
physiological functions during the stress of competition so that he can make instanta
neous fine adjustments to style, pace and tactics.

Warrnambool A.A.C. Annual Road Race. 5-8-79 Peggy Smith

Despite heavy rain and a fairly strong wind, about 100 runners turned up to run in the 
various distance road races held during the afternoon, ranging from 1500ra to 11 km 
along a back road from Warrnambool to Allansford. The 11km started at the Hopkins River 
with the first km directly up a very steep hillj from there the course was continually 
undulating with the wind blowing directly off the ocean. In spite of the adverse weather 
it was really great to run on a course free of traffic and pollution, also the hospita
lity of the W.A.A.C. made the trip down there really worthwhile.

Star of the day was Steve Moneghetti who was outright winner in the 11km in the time of 
34*25, this was after a hard race the previous day at the Victorian Junior 3km CCC at 
Bundoora when Steve finished in second place. Some results*
11km-u.17* S .MNEEHETTI 34*25 , Roger RUSSELL 35*39 , Howard JONES 40*58

Open * Gavin GLEES0N 36*19 , Colin DRAKE 36*39 , Kevin LYONS 36*50
Vets * John SMITH 38*03,John EVANS 41*08,Tony FIT2GERALD 41.30-1stW*Peggy SMITH 48*46.

XXX XXX XXX
NEWCASTLE MARATHON 26-5-79 Richard Harvey.
A very relaxed atmosphere prevails at Newcastle. Although it is an official AAA event,
non-registered runners are welcomed and are accorded all the eustomary assistance .
And so on a warm sunny day, 70 starters set off, which was a 100$ increase over 1978.
The course is set several mile north of the city and winds pleasantly through almost 
traffic-free country roads, with a few short sharp hills to keep you honesto Finding 
himself alone and in the lead very soon after the start, BRIAN MORGAN ran on steadily 
to win by 10 minutes from national 50 mile champion HUGH DEARNLEY. Brian had run two 
other marathons some years ago but considered this to be his first serious attempt at 
the sport of kings. So little was he extended that he turned out for a Fun Run the next 
day...and came second I It would indeed be surprising if he wasn’t able to knock several 
minutes off his marathon time of 2*27 in an all out effort* He says he enjoys Fun Runs 
because they are usually well promoted and spectacular events, and had just won a holiday 
in Fiji as first prize in the Gosford Fun Run. No wonder he enjoys them i

X X X  XXX XXX
FANTASTIC is the only word to describe SEBASTIAN COE's world record spree this summer. 
1*42.33 for 800 -(3*48.95) 3*49.0 for 1 mile and (3*32.03) 3*32.1 for 1500.As a spin
off National Champion,STEVEN FOLEY,was 3rd in his wake with 3*37*36, inside Australian 
Olympic Qualifying standard of 3*37*6.
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Gerry Riley.

Attracting approximately 300 entries each year (icluding many international runners), 
this is one of Britain's toughest marathons0

The start was from the Ryde Pavilion which is situated on the sea front.After running
2 laps around a canoe lake, the remainder of the course was one long hilly loop fini
shing back at the Pavilion* The scenery around the course was very interesting, through 
many villages and along winding coufttry lanes. Organisation was first class, plenty of 
officials, all very efficient and helpful. An ambulance followed the field throughout 
the race, staying just behind the last runner. Although very tiring it was a most 
satisfying marathon.

Martin Knapp was the overall winner with a course record of 2*23*23. Martin has recor
ded some good times, he finished well up in the Montreal selection trials. Second was 
Tony Kearns in 2*23*58. He was placed in the London to Brighton 53 miler and won the 
Woodford to Southend 40 miles. Last year, Tony won the Isle of Wight and the Preston 
to Morecambe marathons. He has a best time of 2*16. Rob Heron was third in 2*25*50 .
Rob has been placed second in the London-Brighton and has a marathon best of 2*18«

In seventh place was Gavin Woodward 2*32*180 Cavin is the current Worl Record holder 
for 30 miles, with a time of 2*43 and former W.R. holder for 50km,100km,50 & 100 mile.
His time for 100 mile is 11*58 (when he recorded this time, Martin Thompson,Traralgon, 
was placed 4th in 12*42*50).

Martin Thompson and his wife Lynda, both ran good times. Lynda won the women's section 
with 3*10*50, 15 minutes ahead of the next runner. Her best time is 3*04. Martin was 
placed 20th in 2*39*35 and has placed 5th & 8th in this event previously.
Among the Veterans John Hurt was 1st over 40 with a fantastic 2*29*47 (6th overall t). 
Doug Rikly was 1st 0.5O in 2*55*40. George Batts was 1st 0.6O in 3*33*49*
Derek Funnell,52, a good friend of George Wilson, recorded 3*06*02. Two years ago, he 
was placed second in a 24 hour race at the Crystl Palace, completing about 146 miles. 
Incidentally, your reporter ran 3*22*03 for 139th. Rather slow but most satisfying.
From a total of 295 entries, 256 started, 232 individuals including JQ Vets, 24 women 
and 43 teams completed the course.

Fred will be pleased to hear we ran on the left hand side of the road I 
xxx xxx xxx

V.K.C. ULTA-MARATHON SUB-COMMITTED. Bill Luke.

A meeting was held on July 4t’n by members of the VMC interested in promoting ultra
marathon participation and the following attended* Bill Luke, Bob Schickert, Peter 
Logan, 3ob Bruner and Jim Crawford. The meeting agreed to form itself into the Ultra-. 
Marathon Sub-committee with the aim of arranging over-distance races on an annual 
basis.
It was envisaged that the sub-committee would be responsible for aspects of publicity, 
sponsorship, billetting & entertaining of interstate participants and other matters 
connected with staging such events on behalf and with the support of the V.M.C.

At this stage the sub-committee tentatively proposes a 40 miler on the Sunday next 
following the Coca-Cola Fun Run, starting time to be 6.30am. Venues to be considered 
are Princes Park, Two Bridges, Collingwood track, a suitable shopping centre, the 
Lara area or another road course.

The sub-com'iiit bee welcomes views and ideas on their proposals.

(Editor’s Footnote* If road races are to continue without traffic interference and in 
a manner of smooth organisation, it is becoming increasingly more urgent that we 
obtain the use of quiet road circuits with little or no cross traffic. It is also 
most desirable that such circuits are 5000m br 10 000m in length or very close to 
these measurements. EVERY Road Runner should be on the look out for possible sites 
and send in likely circuits, giving location and description.)

xxx xxx xxx
MORE WORLD VET RESULTS are* Marathon: 23.Harbert 2*35*17/26.Carpenter 2*36*22/Bowers 
2*39*41/42.Berry 2*41*21 in the 40-44? in the 55-59* 5»Bea®es 2*58*59/l5»McBrath 3*10*09
l6.Routley 3 *10*36/ 23«Bird. 3*17*15/32.LeRossignol 3*29*54 (2nd in teams race).The Women 
50-54 came 2nd in the 4x100m. The Australian contingent had 20 firsts,12 seconds and
12 thirds. In addition to the above Wal Sheppard reports on seeing the most impressive 
opening display at the Spartakiade in Mscow.He saw Barrett's 10,000m (a three horse 
racel)*65,66,70 and a 63 saw Barrett in second possie,then steady 67's and an odd 68. 
Yifter just sat in third place until 65O from home and then bolted. End of story 11



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS - CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS - CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.

Following a discussion some time ago in relation to VMC Newsletterpolicy and a further 
look at the position by the VMC Executive it was decided to put aside a section of the 
magazine for the purpose of small advertisements by members. The suggestion is meant 
to enable people and organisations directly involved in out sport to hring to notice 
before our readers a variety of requests such as *

Intended functions, dates of special races or meetings, exchange or sale of sporting 
gear (shoes not fitting, weights not used any more, equipment outgrown, etc.), appeals 
for and offers of magazine back copies, travel or touring partners and similar.

We are thinking of charging a small fee, $2 for the first line and 31 for each additi
onal line up to a maximum of 10 lines in total. If people like to set out their own
it should be sent in to fit in as in the page in front of you, you can leave the lay
out to the editors if you wish. The following items are samples.

The KNOX-SHERBROOKE Club , with a growing membership and many juniors , is urgently 
in need of some regular coaching by someone with , preferably , a background in 
amateur athletics events. Ideally , this should start during winter (indoors and/or 
outdoors) say on one night per week at the club's Knoxfield headquarters.
Anybody interested in helping an enthusiastic group GEOFF WARREN-762 2882 would like 
to hear from you.

XXX XXX XXX
SPECIAL OFFER of T-shirts : The Big "M" Melbourne Marathon (Olympic Park Admin.Build. 
Swan St.,Melbourne 3002) has a quantity of "I Finished the Big M Melbourne Marathon 
1978" T-shirts, sizes 14 (90cm) and 16 (95cm), for people who wish to replace their 
outworn ones. Price
From the same place you can obtain "Big M Melbourne Marathon 1979" T-shirts at $4 •
This year’s finishers will receive an iron-on "I finished" to attach themselves.

X XX XXX XXX
BOOK REVIEW: The Serious Runner's Handbook.Tom Osier (Runner1s World) £ 4*95°
Being something of a "beginning runner" nyself at present, I read Tom Osier's book with 
more than usual interest. Osier became well known in running circles in the U.S. some 
years ago for his booklet "The Conditioning of Distance Runners" which set out his 
ideas in a very clear fashion. Basically, he advocated a Lydiard type system with a 
long buj.ld-up of slow running and even some walking, followed by a sharpening period 
for specific races. Part 1 of his new book tells us all this again while Part 2 deals 
with injuries, shoes, diet, effects of heat & cold and other problems. Part 3 takes us 
into racing over various distances. Osier himself is a keen ultra-marathoner & leaves 
his readers in little doubt as to where his sympathies lie.
Serious Runner's Handbook is set ovfc in question & answer form and a number of interest
ing questions are thrown up. Some of them indicate the effects of sex before racing, how 
to deal with doctors when injured and is there such a thing as a perfect running style * 
Osier is a mathematician by profession and throws in a few graphs at the end of the 
book relating to point scores for performances over various distances.
Some of Osier's ideas are controversial (stretching1 causes injuries), but overall I 
think this is a very worthwhile book. The basics are extremely sound even if the rest 
stirs up some controversy and thought it is probably doing just what the author 
intended t Dave Gazley.

xxx xxx xxx
SE3 HOW SHE RUNS - the story of a 40-year-old housewife who gets hooked on running is 
having a gala premiere on Friday, October 19, 3000pm at Hoyts Cinema Centre No.1» 
all process go to toe Australian Olympic fund. Adults $5, Chiidren(u.i5) $2.50 
Family ticket (2 Adults/2 Children) $12. Available tickets are going rapidly but some 
are still available from the Big "M" Melb. Marathon, Olympic Park Admin.Building,
Swan Street, Melbourne 3002. Make cheques out to: V.A.A.A. c/ above address.

xxx xxx xxx
STATEWIDE BUILDING SOCIETY OFFICES, the people who carry entry forms and training book
lets for the Big "M" also have for sale at &4»00 Big "K" Melbourne Marathon T-shirts.

xxx xxx xxx
SLEFIP-OUT BUNGALOW and use of all house facilities available. Suit self-reliant person 
to share kitchen with two others. 5 minutes from Canterbury Rly Station in the heart 
of Melbourne's rolling nature strip country. Contact VMC Newsletter.

xxx xxx xxx
SOME TIMS AGO the V.A.A.A. appealed for prospective Magazine/Newsletter editors with a 
view of bringing out a regular and comprehensive newsletter. With the new track & field 
season about to gather momentum there is every prospect of such an undertaking becoming 
an important public relations function, both inside and outside the Association. It 
would be good to read what goes on at venues other than our own during the suuvner.
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Wal Sheppard .

Impressions for the Olympics were*
1)Visit the toilet before you go to the stadium. We were unable to locate a male toilet. 
Did see one ladies' toilet with a long waiting queue.

2)Take a cushion, the seats felt very hard. They are wooden with a very low back-rail 
or no back-rail.

3)3inoculars would be an advantage as distance from upper seats is considerable.

Back to Hanover. There were 3,200 competitors from 42 countries including Rumania , 
Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. The next European venue may attract more athletes from 
Eastern Block countries.
The next Games - the 4th World Vet T&F Champs - will be in Chrsitchurch,N.Z., commencing 
January 7» 1981. Four countries applied for them * N.2.,Australia, Japan and Yugoslavia 
an indication of the growth in interest - world wide - in the Veterans movement.

xxx xxx xxx
Some late results*
VMC 10km.Werribee.14/7/1979 (The 25km results are still in the computer)
1 .Paul CANNY 35*05
2.Frank DWYER 36*48
3 .Barry BURDEN 38*16
4.Mal SMITH 38*33
5.Geoff GOVEN 38*53
6.John RICE 38*56 
7*Chris KEARNEY 39*12
8.Mike CUMMINS 39*16
9.Kevin ESMORE 40*08

10.Trevor JUFP 40*23

VAAA 15km Road Champ.21/7/1979
1 .R.DeCASTELLA 45*06 17 .I.WINTER

11 .Jim DAVEY 40*53
12.Fred LESTER 41 * 09
13.John FREEMAN 41*55
14.Mai ROMEO 42*42 
15 .Matthew HART 42 *43
16.Connie DAVEY 43*25
17.Peter McGRATH 45*08
18.Sue KEY 45*34
19.Liz RANDELL 46*59
20.Greg HART 47*24

21 oBetty NEWMAN 49*46
22.Buth SIEMS 53*23
23.Caroline ANDERSON 53*30
24.Carol LOGAN 58*29
25.Geoff O'BRIEN 58*29
26.Peter Logan 58*29

Chris Kearney managed to run off 
course when way out in the lead.
It's anyone's guess how much he did.

VAAA 12 000m CCC A/8/1979

47*51

2.W.SC0TT
3.C.WAHDLAW
4.M. LITTLE
5.E.SIGM0NT
6.R.LY0NS
7.R.NSYL0N
8 .T.0'SHAUGHNESSY 48*01
9.J.C00LE
10. A.BART
11 .R.GILFILLAN
12.R.SHILST0N
13.G.KIPP
14.B.PET1S
15.Rob WILSON
16. A.KINGSLAND

45*24 18.A.B0TTERELL 
46*01 19.S.McCAULEY 
46*41 20.J.DUCK 
47*25 21.M. CLARKE 
47*28 22.L.JOHNSON

23.P.NOOHDHOFF 
24»C.O'BRIEN 

48*04 25.B.SPURRELL 
48*14 26.G.ADAMS
48*24 27 .n.Mclennan
48*32 28.R.GUTHRIE 
48*34 29.R.HAYWOOD 
48*38 30.N.McKERN 
48*41 31 .Bay ?/ILS0N 
48*43 32.T.TRENKNER

48*44 1 .Max LITTLE 34*12
48*52 2.Tim O'SHAUGHNESSY 34*39
48*57 3.Joe MURPHY 34*42
49*00 4.Andre LAMEDEN 34*53
49*03 5.Rod LYONS 34*54
49*11 6.Tony BART 35*04
49*17 7.John BERMINGHAM 35*27
49*21 8.Rob MEYL0N 35*34
49*27 9.Mark STEWART 35*39
49*32 10.Graham KIPP 35*43
49*34 11.Ray WILSON 35*44
49*36 12.Rob GILFILLAN 35*46
49*43 13.Peter N00RDH0FF 35*48
49*46 14.Ross HAYWOOD 35*56
49*56 15.Ross SHILSTON 36*09
49*59 16.Nick DeCASTELLA 36*11

VAAA 25km Road Champ. 18/8/1979
1.Jeff COOLE
2.Joe MURPHY
3.Sob GILFILLAN
4.Nick DeCASTELLA
5.Boss SHILSTON
6.Peter N00RDH0FF

79*18 7.Steve McCAULEY 81*28
79*45 8.Terry ADAMS 81*54
79*5& 9 .Boss HAYWOOD 81*54 
80*39 10.Steve POUI/TON 82*22 
80*54 
81*18

VAAA 10km Junior Road Champ. 
1 .Jeff CHAMBERS 33*05
2.G
3J>.
4.J.
5J>.

WARREN
ROBERTSON
SKINNER
LAMBETH

33*16
33*35
33*45
33*55

Several of the top clubs journeyed to New Zealand for the Palmerston North Relays on 
that weekend. Lynndale Harriers(N^) won the event, Glenhuntly were third 5 minutes 
behind, Box Hill came fifth and Essendon-East Melbourne 11th. in the top division of 
the race<> Melbourne Harriers were reported to have won the "C" grade race.

xxx xxx xxx
RUMOUR HAS IT that Rob DeCastella all of a sudden got a move on in the Perth marathon 
so that the "Big Fellow" wouldn't use up all the hot water in the showers before he 
could get there. (Did you , Vic ?)

YOUNGER BROTHER NICK made sure that the DeCastella name stayed in the lists as you can 
see above this column.

ANOTHER WELL KNOWN NAME is G.Warren on that junior print-out,son of Master Miler Geoff 
a former Australian distance champion and record holder and a VMC supporter from way 
back.
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Fred Lester»

It is generally accepted that a great number of factors, it would not be wrong to say 
a multitude of factors, are at work when we run especially if we want to achieve high 
racing efficiency. Some factors play a more fundamental role than others and require 
more work and attention of varying degree from time to time. This must not be confused 
with saying that they are necessarily more important than others. There is a definite 
interaction between all the various aspects which go into running efficiently, or if 
you like effectively, and that is never constant, the relationship between the parts 
of your body involved alters as these parts do not develop at the same rate. What we 
have to work for in training is to develop optimum interaction by ensuring that the 
best balance is maintained in the contribution each part of our body makes.

Strength is a factor basic to all physical endeavour, in running it involves the heart 
and lungs, muscles of the legs and midriff,back and shoulders as well as several other 
groups of muscles and organs. Muscles and organs develop with use, in periods of long 
inactivity or little use they lose strength and vitality. So, if we are going to do 
well at running we have to do a lot of running because that involves the parts of the 
body we have to use for that purpose#

Elementary ! you will exclaim, but do you ever stop to consider which part of your 
anatomy needs special attention to improve your overall performance ? Do you analyse 
how much work is needed to make some parts more efficient and forget about others ?
Are there possibly some specialised movementsto achieve stength,stamina or flexibility 
in some parts which can be attained through activity not directly connected with just 
running ? To what extent should you concentrate on developing the one or the other for 
best results ?

These are the decisions that have to be made if you want your progress to be equal to 
the time and effort you are putting into your training. There are basic elements which 
go into the structuring of all training sessions. The warm-up period at the beginning 
must never be neglected, the length and type of activity is dependent on your program.
If you are going out for a lengthy run you build up from an easy jog. If you intend a 
sharper workout slot in limbering and very light stretching before you embark on any 
sharp work involving full extensions of the legs. If you are going to practice movements 
requiring concentration on technique fit them into the earlier part of your session , 
tired muscles and limbs are harder to control and your efforts at improving technique 
will suffer.

One problem we all have in common is how to fit in all the training we want to do or 
regard as necessary in the time available. One thing is certain , we cannot fit in 
enough work on every aspect in any one session. There are those who advocate that each 
session should contain some elements of the basic ingredients * stamina , speed & pace.
A better scheme seems to be a group of sessions in which alternately one or the other
aspect receives the bulk of attention, both for developing specific strength and the
most efficient movement of our body for the event we are aiming at.

The most difficult decision to make, and that requires self-study and analysis of our 
progress, is when we have done enough work in the one direction and which aspect is 
requiring more attention at this stage and how are we going to tackle it to bring it
up to the level we want before turning to the next . The trap we all tend to fall into
is when we are going well with whatever we are doing, it feels so comfortable and 
pleasant that we are loath to change. Usually it is not until our performance level 
comes to a grinding halt or even drops back that we realise our short-sightedness.

Distance runners and marathon fans tend to regard aerobic strength (cardio-vascular 
or simply the heart-lung-circulatory system) as the one answer to success. It is our 
misfortune that this fable has been given wide credence through the lop-sided emphasis 
on extreme cases in research for innumerable physical education theses. As you can see 
from Dr, Kretsch's article on elite marathon runners, interesting information worth a 
thought is produced but he takes care to qualify this by saying "in general" , averages 
are the mean of deviations from the norm I Derek Clayton, Ron Clarke and Rob DeCastella 
do not fit into the 170cm/6lkg frame I
So let me draw some general conclusions : Strength must be developed in all parts of 
the organism to withstand stresses on the muscular, skeletal and cardio-vascular systems 
so that we can co-ordinate all parts of our body to move in harmony for maximum effi
ciency, A sense of rhythm and pace must be developed so that we can control our output 
of effort towards the optimum necessary to accomplish our target, Cardio-vascular or 
aerobic efficiency weighs heavier in the scale for distance runners than anaerobic 
strength, but there must still be some balance.
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WHAT DO YOUR MAKE OF IT ? ODDS AMD ENDS AND RANDOM THOUGHTS . Fred Lester.

THE PROLIFERATION OF RUNNING EVENTS OF ALL KINDS has led to lots of people and orga
nisations rushing to get onto the bandwagon. In many cases, due mostly to inexperience, 
dates and venues clash with already arranged fixtures, excessive demands are made on 
voluntary helpers' and officials' time and little or no attention given to parking and 
traffic problems associated with participation in events taking place in public places 
such as reserves and along streets and roads.
It is not only a question of respecting fixtures arranged by others but also a matter
of common courtesy to notify authorities who either provide the use or are concerned
with the aspect of safety. Besides, it is a good idea to plan well ahead when large 
numbers of people are likely to be involved, certainly no less than six months. As a
bonus ample notice of time is likely to make for more participation and smoother orga
nisation in any case.

xxx xxx xxx
OUR 'PHAMS ARE DUE to all the people who came good with the.ii' roster duties on V.M.C. 
Marathon day (see Pam's report). It shows what can be done if we organise ourselves to 
share in the responsibilities of making our sport function efficiently. It will be most 
important to keep the ball rolling now that we've started it and make our summer runs 
and especially the Ern.il Zatopek events function as smmothly. It must be becoming more 
apparent, as people shoulder the different organising tasks, not only how important 
some of these seemingly "minor" jobs are but also how much concentration is needed to 
carry out such jobs efficiently. If we do the job well it also reassures the competi
tors so that they know they will not have to worry about wrong times, faulty lap cibunts 
and other niggling things so distracting from fully concentrating on running itself.

xxx xxx xxx
TRARAIGON HARRIERS have been much on the ball in letting- everybody and his dog know 
about the marathon down their way. However, they tend to slip a bit when it comes to 
getting results back in to us. A pity we could not put the results into this issue to 
save our readers waiting for another three months»

xxx xxx xxx
ENTHUSIASM is the word to describe Lindsay Neelands. Among the fixtures you will find 
a projected 15km for Easter Saturday (April 5> 1980) at the Euroa Centenary Celebra
tions. Lindsay has already organised hall, change rooms, showers and toilets for men 
and women, has the support of Euroa Council for trophies, and,if I know Lindsay, is 
himself getting ready to give the race a shake . I am sure Neil Ryan and George Claxton 
remember tha great marathon Lindsay organised up there some years ago.

XXX xxx xxx
THE IMPORTANCE OF DIRECT EXPERIENCE is underlined by Lavinia Petrie's comments at the top 
of page 17 in relation to distances for racing at different age levels. This was brought 
home to me also when I discovered that we have a Victorian CCC distance for under 15's 
of a mere 2000m. All the winter season there is regular crosscountry competition among 
the schools at secondary level when the shortest distance is for under 14's and is 
always at least 3000m. The next age level is a minimum of 4000®, unless it has been 
badly under-measured, and quite often is close to 5000m. The fault lies mainly in the 
fact that people actively involved in coaching boys and/or girls are not drawn into 
consultation when our administrators (well meaning and hard working though they may be) 
whose pre-occupation with the machinery of organisation tends to remove them from the 
purpose of the exercise.
In the case of crosscountry and road running the purpose is to develop endurance and 
strength and raise the level of performance in the longer distance events. Boy or girl, 
2000m barely gets you past the 'running-in' stage and achieves little beyond indicating 
possibly some talent for track middle-distance but not even laying a solid base for thatl 

xxx xxx xxx
THE ISSUE OF LOPING got an airing recently, following an article by Ron Clarke in the 
Melbourne Age Newspaper and a well worded reply by Chris Wardlaw to maintain balance 
in regard to rumours and reports on the issue. Chris was specifically referring to the 
'Furphy* of Lasse Viren's purported "blood doping" and the unscientific stories weaved 
around the subject. What Chris had to say in this regard also applies to other kinds 
of doping, hypnosis, food (?) supplements and other coaching 'aids' and 'secrets'.

Doping in sport is a very serious matter, as Ron rightly points out, and apart from its 
unsporting ( trying to take an unfair advantage over your opponent ) aspect can have 
most serious repercussions on the subject's health. Unfortunately we have to face the 
fact that over the years an atmosphere has developed in the world of sport which is not 
concerned at all with the healthful and social aspects but with Prima Donna aspirations 
and 'making a buok*. Chris' article appeared on 8.8.1979 and by co-incidence Ron had 
an article headed "Competition is not a dirty word" appear after that. He should have 
called it "Over-competitiveness is the Culprit" as he went on to argue that competition 
must-be kept in balance.


